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ABSTRACT 

Plastic scintillator-based neutron time-of-flight (nTOF) detectors are used to 

measure neutron signals from fusion experiments. These nTOF signals yield a temporal 

pulse width that is used to determine ion temperatures after the de-convolution of the 

experimentally determined detector time response and shifted to account for the detector 

through-put delay. Typically, time response and through-put delays are measured at an 

accelerator or laser facility. However, an alternative method can use cosmic radiation to 

measure time response and through-put delay. Two plastic scintillator detectors in a 

coincidence system can detect an incident cosmic ray. If a third nTOF detector is placed 

between these coincident detectors, the output cosmic ray signal in the nTOF detector can 

be analyzed to produce the time response and through-put delay. Measurements taken 

using cosmic radiation were mostly within one standard deviation of data taken on the 

same detectors at an electron accelerator.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

 As a cleaner alternative to fission nuclear reactors, scientists and engineers have 

spent the last seventy years attempting to create energy from fusion. To produce energy 

from fusion, nuclear fuels must be confined long enough at a sufficiently high 

temperature to achieve high enough rates of exothermic reactions. The two most readily 

attainable fusion reactions, which release large amounts of energy, are the deuterium and 

tritium reactions that make up Equations 1 through 3. 

 

where d is deuterium, T is tritium and n is a neutron. As indicated, there is only one 

significant reaction pathway for deuterium reacting with tritium but, there are two 

possible reaction pathways for deuterium reacting with itself. The two deuterium-on-

deuterium reactions occur with almost equal probability.1  

 To create the right conditions for these fusion reactions to occur, there has to be 

an external confinement mechanism to overcome the electrostatic repulsion of the fusion 

reactants in the fuel. Among these is the inertial confinement mechanism. Over the past 

few decades, extensive research on inertial confinement fusion has been conducted at 

facilities such as the National Ignition Facility (NIF) at Lawrence Livermore Laboratories 

and the Z Machine at Sandia National Laboratories. In inertial confinement fusion (ICF), 

a small spherical shell of fuel, proportional to its radius, is rapidly compressed to 

                                                             
1 A. A. Harms, et al., Principles of Fusion Energy: An Introduction to Fusion Energy for Students of Science 
and Engineering (London: World Scientific, 2000), 8, 47. 
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extremely high densities achieving a thousand times solid density. This compression 

creates a “hot spot” at the center of the compressed fuel, which results in a fusion burn 

wave that propagates to the outer regions of the fuel.  The entire process takes place so 

rapidly that the inertia of the fuel mass keeps the fuel together long enough that more 

fusion energy can be produced than was required to create the fusion conditions.2   

Because neutrons are the only fusion product that escapes the ICF fuel largely 

unperturbed, measuring the properties of the emitted neutrons can provide important 

information about the fusion conditions in an experiment. Most fundamentally, 

measuring the number of neutrons emitted corresponds directly to the number of fusion 

reactions that occurred.  The measured emitted neutron energy spectrum provides two 

critically important parameters about the fusing plasma. As a result of the energy released 

in the deuterium-tritium or deuterium-deuterium reactions, neutrons are produced with 

with an energy spectrum centered at 14.1 MeV or 2.45 MeV, respectively. Knowing 

these energies and the arrival time at a distant detector, the time of the fusion burn (the 

“bang” time) can be measured. This measurement is particularly important in Sandia 

National Laboratories’ Z experiments because, unlike the case of laser driven fusion, no 

“time equals zero” of the fusion burn is otherwise available.  

In addition, these neutrons will carry energy contributions from the kinetic 

energies of the reacting ions. If the reacting ions have a Maxwellian distribution (i.e. a 

“thermal” plasma), there will be a Gaussian distribution of the neutron energy spectrum.3 

Thus, if the energy spectrum or converted time-of-flight spectrum can be measured, the 

                                                             
2 Denis Keefe, “Inertial Confinement Fusion,” The Annual Review of Nuclear Particle Science 32 (1982), 
393. 
3 T.J. Murphy, et al., “Neutron Time-of-Flight and Emission Time Diagnostics for the National Ignition 
Facility,” Review of Scientific Instruments 72 (2001): 6-9. 
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temperature of the Maxwellian distributed ions is determined. Further, if the density of 

the fuel is substantial, there will be significant down scattering of neutrons in the fuel 

itself. Measuring this “down-scattered fraction” allows one to determine the fuel density, 

another important parameter in ICF. The differences in neutron energies, particularly for 

the temperature measurement, are so small that they cannot be measured directly. Instead 

a neutron time-of-flight (nTOF) measurement technique is used, in which the dd or dT 

neutron spectrum is converted to a time spectrum by taking advantage of the fact that the 

neutrons are born almost instantaneously in time (sub-nanosecond). Then neutrons are 

allowed to propagate over a long distance (6-25 meters) to a detector that time resolves 

the signal. For practical source-to-detector distances, the broadening due to a Gaussian 

distribution is typically on the order of at most a few tens of nanoseconds for deuterium-

deuterium reactions, and only a few nanoseconds for deuterium-tritium reactions. In 

either case, precise knowledge of the detector’s time response is essential, because it is 

used to unfold the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the time-distributed signal, 

which yields the temperature of the fusion plasma. The observed signal width will 

include in addition to the thermal broadening of interest, the fundamental time response 

of the detector (a delta function input pulse will give an output signal of finite width) and 

the variation in possible interaction times as the neutrons propagate through the detector. 

These time responses must be known and unfolded from the total output signal to obtain 

the desired thermal broadening and subsequent determination of temperature. 

Knowing the through-put time of the detector is also essential to accurately 

determine the bang time that the neutrons are produced. The through-put of this detector 

consists of the time between the interaction of the neutron with a proton in the scintillator 
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and the creation of an output signal. In this work, an inexpensive method is investigated 

which uses cosmic radiation as a signal source to accurately determine the time response 

and through-put of nTOF detectors.  

SECTION 1: Directly Detecting Neutrons 

Neutron Time-of-Flight (nTOF) Spectrometry  

A common method of neutron spectrometry for neutrons of energies below 15 

MeV is neutron time of flight spectrometry in which the time-of-flight of a neutron is 

measured using a scintillation detector. If the time of flight of the incident neutron is 

known and the distance between the origin and the detector is known, then the 

relationship between the neutron time-of-flight and the neutron energy is determined 

using Equation 4. 

  

Where tF is the neutron time-of-flight in nanoseconds, D is the distance between the 

scintillation detector and the origin in meters, and En is the neutron energy in MeV.4 

Because of the precise nature of laser-generated implosions (sub-picosecond) where the 

bang time is very precisely determined, NIF scientists utilize this technique to measure 

neutron energies.5 

 Pulsed power fusion experiments do not have an accurate way of determining the 

fusion bang time. To do so, a system of two or more nTOF detectors at different distances 

determines the neutron energy spectrum. The Z Facility at Sandia National Laboratories 

                                                             
4 J. B. Birks, The Theory and Practice of Scintillation Counting (New York: Pergamon Press, 1964), 409-410. 
5 M. Gatu Johnson, et al., “Neutron spectrometry- An essential tool for diagnosing implosions at the 
National Ignition Facility,” The Review of Scientific Instruments 83, number 10 (2012): 10D308-4. 
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utilizes nTOF detectors at several distances from the neutron sources.6 As the neutron 

interacts with the scintillator in a pair of detectors, Equation 4 can still be used to 

determine the neutron energy. The time of flight becomes the time between the signal 

from the first detector and the corresponding signal from the second detector. The 

distance between the detectors must also be known to determine neutron velocity and 

subsequent neutron energy at a discrete point in time. Plastic scintillator detectors afford 

the necessary timing accuracy needed to determine the energy of neutrons. 

Proton Recoil Spectrometry 

Because the neutron has no charge, it is difficult to detect them using the 

techniques applied to ionizing radiation. One of the most effective ways of directly 

detecting neutrons is through the elastic scattering of neutrons by target nuclei of low 

atomic number. Of the possible targets for neutron scattering, the most efficient is that of 

protons, thus leading to proton recoil detectors. This is because in a collision with a 

proton, the spectrum of energy transferred from the incident neutron to the recoil proton 

ranges from zero to the incident neutron energy.7 This relationship is described by 

Equation 5: 

 

where A is the target nucleus mass number divided by the neutron mass, En is the neutron 

kinetic energy, ER is the recoil nucleus, Θ is the scattering angle of the neutron. In 

situations where the incident neutron only grazes the proton, Equation 5 shows that the 

                                                             
6 A. J. Nelson, et al., “A novel method for modeling the neutron time of flight detector response in current 
mode to inertial confinement fusion experiments,” The Review of Scientific Instruments 83 (2012): 
10D915-2. 
7 Glenn F. Knoll, Radiation Detection and Measurement, 4th ed. (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2010), 
570-575. 
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recoil energy would be near zero and the change in the neutron energy would be similarly 

negligible. This allows two proton recoil detectors to provide accurate neutron time-of-

flight data, and thus accurate neutron energy measurements. 

 Because of the large amount of hydrogen relative to other constituents, organic 

(plastic) scintillators can be used in proton recoil detection. With a high cross section for 

scattering of neutrons, the hydrogen produces a relatively high efficiency neutron 

detector with a relatively thin scintillator thickness.8 Plastic scintillators, thus, are widely 

used for time-of-flight spectroscopy due to their relative inexpensiveness, high efficiency, 

and the ability to make them in a wide variety of geometries.  

Section 2: Scintillation Detectors 

Scintillator Time Resolution 

Another characteristic of plastic scintillators is their relatively short time 

resolution. The time resolution of the plastic scintillator itself is quite small, normally 

from 1 to 4 ns.9 Thus the theoretically shortest resolving time of a plastic scintillator is 

given by Equation 6: 

 

where τ is the scintillator decay constant of the scintillator light and R is the number of 

photo-electrons released from the photo-cathode of the light collecting photo-multiplier 

tube (PMT).10 However, to measure the output signal of a scintillation detector requires a 

PMT and there are statistical properties of the PMT that makes recording detector output 

                                                             
8 J. A. Harvey and N.W. Hill, “Scintillation Detectors for Neutron Physics Research,” Nuclear Instruments 
and Methods 162 (1979): 508. 
9 P. B. Lyons and J. Stevens, “Time Response of Plastic Scintillators,” Nuclear Instruments and Methods 114 
(1974): 317. 
10 M. A. El-Wahab and J. V. Kane, “An Analytic Treatment for Scintillation Counter Time Resolution 
Functions,” Nuclear Instruments and Methods 15 (1962): 15. 
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signals with the theoretically shortest time resolution of the system difficult. There are 

two main sources of these properties: the first is the photo-electronic emission from the 

cathode, and the second is the single electron response of the PMT electron multiplier. 

The statistical property of the photo-cathode emission is dependent on the time law of the 

photo-cathode’s illumination combined with Poisson statistics (assumed for the electrons) 

to create an illumination function described by Equation 7: 

 

where R is the average number of photoelectrons due to scintillation and τ is the decay 

time constant of the light pulse. The statistical properties of the single electron response 

have three elements: the average pulse shape(ελ)2, the average charge A or (εA)2
 , and an 

average time position h with respect to the time emission of the photo-electron(εph)2. 

Each of these properties has individual variances. These variances are quoted as (ελ)2 = 

1/200; (εA)2 = 1/3 and (εph)2 = (5E-10)2 sec2.11 These variances constitute the difference 

between the analytical calculations of time resolution and the experimentally measured 

time resolution. 

Detector Time Response Function 

The time resolution of the scintillator-light guide-PMT system is the time 

response of the detector, and the time history of that response is important when 

unfolding the time-of-flight data to ensure the measurement of an accurate neutron 

energy spectrum.12 This is because when the time-of-flight signal is measured, it includes 

                                                             
11 E. Gatti and V. Svelto, “Time resolution in scintillation counters,” in J. B. Birks, editor, Proceedings of the 
Symposium on Nuclear Instruments (Manchester: Victoria University of Manchester, 1962),35-37.; R. F. 
Post and L. I. Schiff, “Statistical Limitations on the Resolving Time of a Scintillation Counter,” Physical 
Review 80 (1950): 1113. 
12 D. J. Thomas, “Neutron spectrometry,” Radiation Measurements 45 (2010): 1179. 
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the true neutron signal along with the detector response function. If the detector response 

function is known, then a Fourier de-convolution technique can be used to unfold the data 

to yield the real time-of-flight signal.13 The most accurate way to determine the detector 

time response function is to experimentally measure that time response function. These 

studies often use accelerator-based gamma-ray (bremsstrahlung) producing reactions as a 

source of radiation impinging on the detector.14 However, these studies are expensive and 

the requires the availability of an accelerator facility. As an alternative, cosmic radiation 

energetic enough charged particles that can be used as a source required to measure a 

detector time response function. 

Scintillation Detectors and Cosmic Radiation 

Briefly, the cosmic radiation originating in outer space that is incident on the 

Earth’s surface undergoes interactions in the upper Earth atmosphere. The primary 

cosmic radiation consists of protons, alpha particles, and heavier nuclei. This radiation 

interacts with the interplanetary magnetic field, is affected by solar activity, and interacts 

with the electrons, molecules, and nuclei in the Earth’s atmosphere.15 These interactions 

create cosmic particle air showers.16 These cosmic air showers contain non-ionizing 

particles such as neutrons, hadrons, and gamma rays and ionizing particles such as 

                                                             
13 T. J. Murphy, R. A. Lerche, and C. Bennett, G. Howe, “Ion Temperature Measurements of Indirectly 
Driven Implosions Using a Geometry Compensated Neutron Time-Of-Flight Detector,” The Review of 
Scientific Instruments 66, (1995): 931. 
14 E. Gatti, V. Svelto, “Time resolution in scintillation counters,” in J. B. Birks, editor, Proceedings of the 
Symposium on Nuclear Instruments (Manchester: Victoria University of Manchester, 1962), 313; W. Bartl, 
P. Weinzierl, “Experimental Investigation on the Limits of Time Resolution of Scintillation Counters,” The 
Review of Scientific Instruments 34 (1963): 253; A. Fallu-Labruyere, H. Tan, W. Hennig, and W. K. 
Wardurton, “Time resolution studies using digital constant fraction discrimination,” Nuclear Instruments 
and Methods in Physics Research A 579 (2007): 248; B. Bengtson, M. Moszynski, “Timing Properties of 
Scintillation Counters,” Nuclear Instruments and Methods 81 (1970): 110. 
15 K. Peter and F. Grieder, Cosmic Rays at Earth: Researcher’s Reference Manual and Data Book, (New 
York: Elsevier, 2001), 2-3. 
16 Todor Stanev, High Energy Cosmic Rays, 2nd edition (Chichester: Springer, 2010), 179-221. 
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electrons, pions, and muons.17 Electrons make up the bulk of these charged particles 

because they are created by pair production from decaying pions, decaying muons, and 

knock-on electrons ejected by primary and secondary cosmic radiation. Muons constitute 

the primary decay products of pions. Protons and the heavy nuclei from the primary 

cosmic radiation are attenuated in the upper atmosphere and often do not penetrate to sea 

level.18 Because of their mass is over 200 times that of electrons, the cosmic air shower 

muons are the most abundant cosmic radiation that penetrates from the upper atmosphere 

to sea level.19  

These muons are heavy charged particles and lose energy mostly through 

ionization. It has been demonstrated that plastic scintillators provide a simple and 

effective way of detecting relativistic heavy charged particles.20 Plastic scintillator 

detectors are currently being used to detect cosmic ray muons, and are considered to have 

the most effective combination of muon sensitivity of a cost effective detector that has a 

long lifespan.21 Recently, there have been a number of experiments that have used cosmic 

ray muons to calibrate plastic scintillator detectors. In 2009, experiments at the Swedish 

National Electron Accelerator Facility in coordination with the University of Lund, 

Sweden demonstrated that it was possible to energy calibrate plastic scintillator detectors 

using cosmic ray muons.22 Additionally, calibration experiments at the National Key 

                                                             
17 A. D. Bray, et al., “Response of Plastic Scintillators to Cosmic Ray Air Showers,” The Review of Scientific 
Instruments 36 (1965): 588. 
18 Stanev, High Energy Cosmic Rays, 198, 231, 275. 
19 Bogdan Mitrica, “20 years of cosmic muons research performed in IFIN-HH,” Exotic Nuclei and 
Nuclear/Particle Astrophysics (IV) From Nuclei to Stars AIP Conference Proceedings (2010): 291-293. 
20 C. L. Ruiz, R. W. Huggett, P. N. Kirk, “Response of Plastic Scintillation Counters to Relativistic Heavy 
Ions,” Nuclear Instruments and Methods 159 (1979): 59. 
21 M. Platino, et. al., “Fabrication and testing system for plastic scintillator muon counters used in cosmic 
showers detection,” 32nd International Cosmic Ray Conference, Beijing vol. 4 (2011): 330. 
22 David Jacobsson, “Calibration of plastic-scintillator detectors at MAX-lab in preparation for (γ, π+) 
experiments” (thesis, Lund University, 2009), 1-31. 
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Laboratory of Laser Fusion of the China Academy of Engineering Physics compared the 

detector time response functions using photon, cosmic rays, and pulsed 14,1 MeV dT 

neutron sources.23 Although they found that the time response using cosmic radiation was 

18% less than the pulsed neutron source, it was closer to the time response using the 

neutron source than photon sources. Thus cosmic radiation may be a better calibration 

source than accelerator-produced photons.  

                                                             
23 J. B. Chen, et al., “Calibration of the time response functions of a quenched plastic scintillator for 
neutron time of flight,” Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 491 (2002): 476-477. 
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CHAPTER 2: EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

 

 This experiment was designed to investigate the use of cosmic rays to measure the 

time response function of a nTOF detector. The relativistic cosmic rays are energetic 

enough to pass through and deposit energy in several stacked scintillation detectors. 

Thus, it is possible to use a coincidence system with two scintillation detectors placed in 

line. These detectors will respond to cosmic rays from a wide variety of directions. 

However, some cosmic rays will travel through both detectors recording a coincident 

signal from a single cosmic ray. This coincident ray can be used to determine the time 

when the incident ray passes through the detectors.  If a nTOF detector of interest is then 

placed between these two coincidence detectors, the time response of the nTOF detector 

can be measured. This experimental arrangement is displayed in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: General Cosmic Radiation Experimental System 
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If the coincident signal from the two cosmic detectors is used to externally trigger an 

oscilloscope connected to the nTOF detector, then the oscilloscope will record the 

simultaneous signal from the nTOF detector. This waveform contains both the through-

put and the pulse width of the nTOF detector. 

Section 1: Coincidence Detector Characterization 

Coincidence Detector Design 

 The coincidence cosmic detectors in this system employ two identically designed 

plastic scintillator-PMT detectors. The diagram of the coincidence detectors is displayed 

in Figure 2. Each detector consists of a 7.62 cm diameter by 1.27 cm thick BC404 plastic 

scintillator coupled to a Hamamatsu R329 PMT via a Lucite light guide. The cosmic 

coincidence detectors are operated in single-event mode. The BC404 specifications are 

located in Appendix A. The specifications of the R329 PMT are located in Appendix B.   

 

Figure 2: Plastic Scintillation-PMT Detector Design 

Counting Plateaus with Scintillation Detectors 

To determine the optimal operating PMT voltage bias for the coincidence detectors, a 

counting plateau must be measured. The counting plateau will identify the range of bias 

settings in which the output signals are most stable. This is accomplished by introducing 

a source that produces mono-energetic radiation at a constant rate and then measuring the 
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resulting outputs through the PMT and a counting system. There will be a steep slope at 

lower voltage settings as the pulse heights are too small to pass through the discriminator 

of the counting system, and an exponentially increasing slope at higher voltages due to 

the onset of regeneration effects in the PMT such as after-pulsing and saturation effects. 

Between these two phenomena there will be a plateau where the slope is relatively stable 

and less sensitive to changes in bias.24 The bias setting that is between the first 30% and 

50% of the plateau provides an operating bias that is most stable for the type of incident 

radiation used in creating the plateau. For scintillators, the plateau is much less 

pronounced than for other types of detectors as demonstrated by the plateau for a plastic 

scintillator detector using a 207Bi source in Figure 3 as it appeared in Techniques for 

Nuclear and Particle Physics Experiments 

.  

                                                             
24 W. R. Leo, Techniques for Nuclear and Particle Physics Experiments: A how to Approach, 2nd ed. (New 
York: Springer-Verlag, 1994), 209. 
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Figure 3: Measured Plateau Curve for Plastic Scintillator25 

The plateau for the curve in Figure 3 is between 1800V and 2000V. This plateau depends 

on intrinsic factors of the scintillator as well as extrinsic factors of the discriminator and 

the PMT. The intrinsic factors depend on the spectrum of the radiation incident on the 

scintillator while the extrinsic factors include the threshold value of the discriminator and 

the gain-voltage characteristics of the PMT.26  

For the coincidence detectors, counting plateaus were measured using cosmic 

rays, a 6.66 nCi Co-60 source and a 785.83 nCi Ba-133 source. The Co-60 and Ba-133 

sources were used as a gamma sources with high activity of almost mono-energetic 

                                                             
25 Ibid., 210. 
26 Ibid., 210. 
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photons. The two detectors were designated as cosmic detectors 10 and 11 respectively. 

The output signal of each detector was connected to an Ortec NIM Model 935 Quad 200-

MHz Constant-Fraction Discriminator (CFD). The importance of constant fraction 

discrimination in measuring output signals of varying amplitudes is discussed in 

Appendix C, and the specifications of the Ortec NIM Model 935 are located in Appendix 

D. The discriminator threshold of the Ortec NIM Model 935 was set at the 

manufacturer’s minimum threshold recommendation of 50 mV. The negative output TTL 

pulse from the Ortec NIM Model 935 was then connected to an Ortec NIM Model 772 

Counter. The specifications of the Ortec NIM Model 772 Counter are located in 

Appendix E. Each connection was done by employing 50-Ohm RG-223 coaxial cable. 

The experimental set-up for the counting plateaus is located in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Counting Plateau Experimental Set-up 
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Measurements were taken over 300 second intervals. An Ortec NIM Model 771 Timer-

Counter was used to set the 300 second interval. The specifications of the Ortec NIM 

Model 771 are located in Appendix O. A cable connected the interval output of the Ortec 

NIM Model 771 to the gate connecter of the Ortec NIM Model 772. Initial counting 

plateaus were determined with cosmic radiation for bias settings ranging from -1000 V to 

-2500 V on the PMT. The results from cosmic detector 10 and cosmic detector 11 are 

displayed in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. The plateaus for cosmic detectors 10 and 11 

resembled the plateau as shown in Figure 3 but with a steeper slope and a plateau that 

was less sharp.  
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Figure 5: Cosmic Detector 10 Cosmic Radiation Counting Plateau at 50 mV Threshold 
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Figure 6: Cosmic Detector 11 Cosmic Radiation Counting Plateau at 50 mV Threshold 

There was little evidence of real plateauing in either cosmic detector 10 or cosmic 

detector 11, although there seemed to be a stable area between -1700 V and -1800 V. The 

measurement of cosmic radiation at bias settings from -1000 V to -1300 V yielded 

extremely low count rates. Measurements taken at bias settings above -1900 V yielded 

count rates that increased with a steep slope and were the result of a saturated PMT due 

to the exponential increase in counts above -1900V. Therefore, the counting plateaus 
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using the Co-60 and Barium sources were measured with bias settings between -1300 V 

and -1800 V. The results for cosmic detector 10 and cosmic detector 11 are displayed in 

Figures 7 and 8 respectively.  

 

Figure 7: Cosmic Detector 10 Co-60 and Ba-133 Counting Plateaus 
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Figure 8: Cosmic Detector 11 Co-60 and Ba-133 Counting Plateaus 

The counting plateaus for cosmic detectors 10 and 11 were consistent across the 

various experiments conducted with Co-60 and Ba-133. The only exceptions to this are 

the measurements for cosmic detector 10 in Figure 7 for the Co-60 plateau run #2 taken 

at -1350 V and -1400 V. As these measurements were not consistent with the results of 

Co-60 plateau run #1, they can be considered anomalous. The Co-60 plateaus for both 

cosmic detector 10 and cosmic detector 11 appeared to be in good agreement with each 

other, and were between -1600 V and -1800 V. This also agreed well with the cosmic 
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radiation plateaus. For both cosmic detectors there was no distinguishable plateau with 

the Ba-133 source. Overall, while there was a slight plateau between -1600 V and -1800 

V, there was not a particularly clear plateau for both cosmic detectors across three 

different radiation sources.  

Due to the lack of a defined plateau at the 50 mV discriminator threshold on the 

constant fraction discriminator, other threshold settings were used to determine if signal 

noise was disrupting the plateau measurements by counting spurious counts caused by 

signal noise. The discriminator setting on the Ortec NIM Model 935 prevents signals with 

amplitudes that fall below the discriminator threshold from producing an output signal. 

The experiments were conducted using cosmic radiation, the Co-60 source and the Ba-

133 source at thresholds of 75 mV and 100 mV. The results for 50 mV, 75 mV, and 100 

mV are displayed for cosmic detector 9 and 10 in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. 
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Figure 9: Cosmic Detector 10 Counting Plateaus at Varying Discriminator Thresholds 
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Figure 10: Cosmic Detector 11 Counting Plateaus at Varying Discriminator Thresholds 

The curves appeared to be similar for both detectors in the sense that they all had 

plateaus over similar bias ranges. For all of the sources, as the threshold on the 

discriminator was increased, the total number of counts measured decreased as expected. 

For cosmic radiation, the counting plateau did smooth out, but so did the entire curve. 

However, there was still a recognizable plateau between -1700 V and -1800 V. For the 

Ba-133 source, the 50 mV curve showed no real plateau, but the 75 mV curve had a 

slight plateau right around -1700 V. The 100 mV threshold curve matched up almost 
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precisely with the 100 mV cosmic radiation curve and showed a plateau between -1700 V 

and -1775 V before increasing exponentially. For the Co-60 curves there was little 

difference from the 50 mV threshold to the 100 mV threshold and all three curves 

showed a stable area between  -1700 V and -1850 V. This led to the determination to 

operate the detectors at -1725 V PMT bias. 

Normalizing Pulse Shapes of the Coincidence Detectors 

To optimize coincidence counting between the two coincidence cosmic detectors, 

it was important to ensure that the pulse shapes from both detectors were as normalized 

as possible. Normalizing the pulses from cosmic detectors 10 and 11 required matching 

both the amplitude and pulse shapes of the two detectors so that they are as similar as 

possible. This normalization ensured that the electronics used to determine coincident 

events between the two coincidence detectors identify true coincidences and not 

overlapping signals from each detector that are not coincident cosmic rays. The counting 

plateau experiments demonstrated that the PMT in cosmic detector 11 had a higher gain 

to bias ratio than cosmic detector 10. Using the -1725 V bias setting for both detectors, a 

series of experiments were conducted with the detectors aligned for coincidence events to 

compare the pulse shapes from cosmic radiation. The raw output signal was analyzed 

using a Tektronix Digital Phosphorus Oscilloscope (DPO) 4104. The specifications of the 

Tektronix DPO 4104 are located in Appendix F. These pulses are displayed in Figure 11 

where the output from cosmic detector 11 is the yellow channel 1 and the output from 

cosmic detector 10 is the blue channel 2.  
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Figure 11: Un-Matched Pulse Shapes from Cosmic Detectors 10 and 11 

Comparing the pulse shapes from cosmic detector 10 and cosmic detector 11 

revealed that the pulse shapes of the output from cosmic detector 10 were smaller than 

the pulses from cosmic detector 11. The most straightforward method of changing the 

output pulse shape for cosmic detector 10 was to increase the bias. This was because the 

detectors were operating in a stable region of the R329 PMT and thus making small 

increases in bias would have no effect on PMT stability. Increasing the bias of cosmic 

detector 10 by increments of -5 V yielded larger pulses. It was determined that by biasing 

cosmic detector 10 to -1740 V the pulse shapes from cosmic detector 10 closely matched 

the pulse shapes from cosmic detector 11 in width and amplitude. This higher applied 
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bias was still nominally in the plateau region. The matched pulse shapes are displayed in 

Figure 12.  

 

Figure 12: Matched Pulse Shapes from Cosmic Detectors 10 and 11 

While the pulses were not an exact match, they seem to match very well the pulse 

shape, and leading edge and the falling edge. The leading edge and pulse shape is more 

important for the purpose of detecting coincident events because the logic electronics 

used to determine coincident events trigger off of the leading edge and centroid timing 

and not the absolute amplitude of the incoming signals. It was only the amplitudes and 

the structure post pulse that there seemed to be a discrepancy in the waveforms. These 

discrepancies will not adversely affect the ability to determine coincident events between 
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cosmic detectors 10 and 11. Although these matched pulse shapes occurred more often 

than any other pulse shapes displayed on the oscilloscope, they only occurred 

approximately half of the time that the coincidence electronics recorded pulses for both 

detectors.  

Discriminator Threshold 

The counting plateau measurement led to the conclusion that there was a large 

noise component of the signal with a constant fraction discriminator threshold at 50 mV, 

and perhaps even at 100 mV. An integral-pulse height spectrum was collected for both 

detectors at the operating bias settings determined from the pulse height matching of        

-1725 V for detector 11 and -1740 V for cosmic detector 10. Because the cosmic 

radiation was not a constant mono-energetic source, the spectrum did not yield any of the 

features usually found in an integral pulse height spectrum.27 However, this experiment 

was conducted with the cosmic detectors aligned so that it was possible using the Ortec 

NIM Model 935 and the Ortec NIM Model CO4020 Quad Logic Unit to count coincident 

events between the two detectors. The specifications for the Ortec NIM Model CO4020 

Quad Logic Unit  are located in Appendix G. A graph of the number of coincident events 

as a function of discriminator setting is displayed in Figure 14. 

                                                             
27 Knoll, 112-113. 
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Figure 13: Coincident Counting versus Discriminator Setting 

The purpose of this measurement of the coincident events as a function of 

discriminator setting was to determine if there was a discriminator setting that made 

sense to ensure that the maximum number of coincident events was counted. It appears 

that the first plateau of coincident events occurred between discriminator thresholds of 

200 mV and 400 mV. The higher and less stable coincident counts from the lower 

discriminator settings indicated that discriminator settings below 200 mV may be 

dominated by signal noise. To ensure that only actual coincident events were counted by 
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this system, the discriminator setting on the Ortec NIM Model 935 will be set to 250 mV. 

This should ensure that the threshold is well above the majority of the signal noise for 

this system. 

Section 2: Cosmic Ray Time Response Experimental Set-up 

The Cosmic Radiation Experimental Set-up  

The experimental electronics are triggered by the detection of a coincident cosmic 

ray from both cosmic detector 10 and cosmic detector 11. This begins with the output 

from cosmic detectors 10 and 11 going to the input of two of the four constant fraction 

discriminators in the Ortec NIM  Model 935. Because the Ortec NIM Model 935 can only 

accept inputs less than 5 V, a 5 V clipper circuit was attached to the output of cosmic 

detectors 10 and 11 prior to connecting the signal cable into the Ortec NIM Model 935. 

Based on the results from Figure 13, the threshold setting on both constant fraction 

discriminators in the Ortec NIM Model 935 is set to 250 mV. The outputs from the 

constant fraction discriminators are then connected into separate logic units of the Ortec 

NIM Model CO4020. This was determined to be the optimal logic unit set-up because 

connecting the outputs of both cosmic detectors 10 and 11 into the same logic unit to 

measure coincidences resulted in non-logic output pulses. Because the logic output pulse 

will become the trigger for the entire system, it was important to ensure that the output 

logic pulse was as clean as possible. The two logic units in the Ortec NIM Model 

CO4020 were set to the “OR” position so that every incoming signal would register as an 

event. The negative output from each of these two logic units was connected to a third 

logic unit. This logic unit was set to “AND” so that only coincident events produced an 

output signal. The output signal from the logic unit was then connected to the Tektronix 
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DPO 4104 and became the trigger for the nTOF detector. A diagram of this set-up is 

displayed in Figure 15. A series of pictures of the actual set-up is located in Appendix I. 

 

Figure 14: The Coincidence System with Cosmic Detectors 10 and 11 

Measuring the Output from the nTOF detector 

The output from the detector under test is connected to a series of Ortec NIM 

Model 425A Delay Units. The specifications of the Ortec NIM Model 425 Delay Unit are 

located in Appendix P. The output from the detector under test is delayed in reference to 

the coincidence detectors due to the through-put delay of the coincidence system that 

includes the time response of cosmic detectors 10 and 11 as well as the delay imparted by 

the coincidence electronics. This set-up is displayed in Figure 15. To record a clean time 

response from the nTOF, it must be delayed so that the 0 time on the digitizer is in fact 

the time the incident radiation interacted in the scintillator. 
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Figure 15: The nTOF Detector Experimental Set-up 

Determining the Time Cosmic Rays Interact in the nTOF Detector 

 Measuring the through-put delay of cosmic detectors 10 and 11 to determine the 

entry time of the coincident cosmic radiation in the scintillator of the detector under test 

is non-trivial. It would require conducting an independent time response experiment on 

cosmic detectors 10 and 11 to determine their time response functions, and then a 

separate study on the delays through the electronics of the Ortec NIM Models 935 and 

CO4020. Ideally, these measurements should be done. However, for the work presented 

here, it was decided to use a reference detector whose time response function was 

independently determined through previous experiments using an accelerator to 

benchmark the through-put delay. The previous accelerator time response data on the 

reference nTOF detector D1 as well as the data on nTOF detector D2 is located in 

Appendix H. Detector D1 was used in the experimental set-up and the output of that 

detector was delayed until the centroid of the pulse from incident cosmic radiation was 
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adjusted to the previously determined average centroid position. D1 and D2 are nTOF 

detectors made up of a 7.62 cm by 2.54 cm piece of BC 422 1% Quenched scintillator 

coupled to a Lucite light guide and a Hamamatsu R5946 PMT. They are both operated in 

current mode. The specifications of detectors D1 and D2 are located in Appendix J. The 

design of D1 and D2 are similar to that displayed in Figure 2. The previously determined 

centroid average at -2500 V was 11.5 ns. A delayed signal from D1 whose centroid was 

located at 11.5 ns after the delay is displayed in Figure 16. The output from D1 in Figure 

17 is designated with the blue channel 2 waveform while the yellow channel 1 waveform 

is the output from the coincidence logic unit. 

 

Figure 16: The Delayed Output Signal from Reference nTOF Detector D1 
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The Cosmic Radiation Experimental Set-up 

 The cosmic radiation experimental set-up combines the coincidence system 

described above with the set-up for the detector under test. This is accomplished by 

placing the detector under test in between the two coincidence system detectors and 

aligning it with the scintillation areas of those coincidence detectors. This creates a set-up 

where all three scintillation areas are aligned to detect cosmic radiation that passes 

between all three detectors. This complete set-up is displayed in Figure 17. All of the 

connections in Figure 17 are made using RG-223/U 50-Ohm coaxial cable. 

 

Figure 17: The Cosmic Radiation Experimental Set-up 
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

 

Section 1: Preparing the Experimental Electronics 

With the experimental set-up described above, the experimental procedure begins 

with a burn-in process for the PMTs. According to the manufacturer’s specifications, the 

PMTs should be under bias for at least thirty minutes prior to taking data. The 

coincidence detectors should be set to -2500 V. The detector under test should be set to 

the maximum allowable bias setting according to the PMT specifications. Additionally, 

when the detectors are biased to -2500 V the coincidence electronics should also be 

turned on to allow the electronics to warm-up as well. 

 Once the detectors and electronics have been under bias for thirty minutes or 

more, the coincidence detectors should be set at the operating bias settings determined in 

the previous chapter. Cosmic detector 10 should be set to -1740 V and cosmic detector 11 

should be set to -1725 V. The output from the logic unit should be set as the trigger for 

the Tektronix DPO 4104 Oscilloscope. The trigger should be set to -320 mV. This trigger 

level was chosen to be about thirty percent of the logic output pulse of the logic unit and 

appeared to be good point in the rise time of that pulse to provide stable triggers. After 

the trigger, the output from the detector under test is recorded on the DPO 4104 whenever 

there is a coincident cosmic ray that has passed between all three detectors. 

Section 2: Experimental Measurements 

 As nTOF measurements require the use of a variety of different bias setting on the 

detector under test, it is important to determine the time response of the detector under 

test as a function of detector bias. To ensure that a wide range of bias settings are covered 

adequately, it was determined that measurements would begin at the maximum 
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recommended voltage of the detector under test. Measurements would then be taken at 

100 V intervals down to -1000 V or until the PMT stops responding to the incoming 

cosmic radiation, whichever comes first. 

 For each bias setting, twenty waveforms were captured by the Tektronix DPO 

4104 oscilloscope. For every captured waveform, a screen capture of the signal and a 

10,000 point set of data were recorded. The screen capture will provide a history of the 

signal, the pulse shape, and the settings on the oscilloscope for future reference. The 

10,000 point set of data will be used to analyze the waveform and determine the through-

put delay and detector time response. 

Section 3: Determining Acceptable Waveforms from the nTOF Detector Under Test 

 Not all of the waveforms that are recorded when the coincidence detectors register 

a cosmic ray are good waveforms. The expectation for a good waveform is a wave that 

exhibits the characteristics of a Gaussian function from the scintillator response 

combined with an exponential detector response function from the PMT (the combined 

Gaussian-exponential function is described in detail in the following chapter). An 

example of this kind of waveform is displayed in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: Combined Gaussian and Exponential Waveform 

This combined wave is most likely a result of the ionizing radiation passing 

through the scintillator, and the most likely high energy cosmic ray to interact with the 

scintillator is the cosmic ray muon. However, there is a wide variety of cosmic radiation 

interacting with the scintillator. Therefore, some of the resulting waveforms triggered by 

the coincidence detectors are not viable waveforms for determining the time response of 

the detector under test. An example of this kind of wave is displayed in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19: Non Combined Gaussian and Exponential Waveform 

Waveforms like the ones displayed in Figure 20 are recorded by the oscilloscope 

approximately 40% of the time. Therefore, only waveforms that resemble the combined 

Gaussian and exponential waves similar to the shape of the waveform in Figure 19 are 

used to determine the time response of the detector under test. However, while the shape 

of the waveform used to determine the time response resembles that of the waveform in 

Figure 19, the amplitudes have a significant amount of variation. 
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CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

 

Section 1: Analysis 

Theoretical Treatment of the Exponentially Modified Gaussian Function 

Because all of the different components of the scintillator-light guide-PMT 

system can be analytically understood, it is possible to calculate a time response function. 

The transit time of the radiation through the scintillator, the decay time of the scintillator, 

the transit time through the light guide, and the response of the PMT can be separately 

calculated and plotted. The resulting function has a shape of a Gaussian with an 

exponential tail. The shape of the time response function of a scintillation detector was 

established in the 1990s and has been used since then to analyze nTOF data.28 This 

calculated time response function is displayed in Figure 20. 

 

                                                             
28 T. J. Murphy, R. A. Lerche, “Development of a geometrically-compensated neutron time-of-flight 
detector for ICF applications with approximately 200 ps time response,” The Review of Scientific 
Instruments 63, (1992), 4884. 
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Figure 20: Calculated Time Response Function 

This calculated time response function has the form of an exponentially modified 

Gaussian function. This function is displayed in Equation 8: 

       

where a is the amplitude of the pulse, σ is the width of the pulse, xc is the centroid 

location, and γ is the skewness variable.29 It is readily apparent that the waveform 

displayed in Figure 18 is an inverted time response function of the same type as that 

displayed in Figure 20.  

Analytical Methodology 

                                                             
29 SASfit Manual, “Exponentially Modified Gaussian,” accessed 17 March 2014, 
http://sasfit.ingobressler.net/manual/Exponentially_Modified_Gaussian.  
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 The analytical methodology describes the process from capturing the data on an 

oscilloscope to fitting an exponentially modified Gaussian curve to the data points and 

then using that fitted curve to determine the through-put and time response of the detector 

under test. The waveform captured using the Tektronix DOP 4104 oscilloscope has 

10,000 data points. A screen capture of the oscilloscope displays the trigger signal, the 

entire time history of the detector response, and the oscilloscope settings used during the 

experiment. This is displayed in Figure 21. A plot of just the 10,000 point waveform is 

displayed in Figure 22.  

 

Figure 21: The Cosmic Ray Signal (Blue) from the Detector Under Test and   
the Coincident Trigger Signal (Yellow) 
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Figure 22: Raw nTOF Detector Output Waveform 

This raw data was reduced to 107 data points (21 ns) beginning at the oscilloscope 

trigger and continuing until the entire waveform has returned to the normal noise level of 

the oscilloscope. The entire waveform was then inverted as the analytical software used 

to fit the curve accepts only positive wave forms. The resulting waveform was then 

normalized to an amplitude of one. Preparing the data in this way was designed to make 

fitting a curve to the data more efficient. An example of the resulting normalized 

waveform is plotted in Figure 23.  
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Figure 23: The Reduced and Modified Waveform 

This waveform then became the input for the PeakFit analytical program. PeakFit 

is a peak separation and analysis software that uses residuals, second derivative, and 

deconvolution procedures to analyze peaks.30 The PeakFit deconvolution procedure was 

designed to deconvolve the detector response from a signal to analyze the peaks of that 

signal. Because the detector response function is typically Gaussian in nature, PeakFit has 

a Gaussian deconvolution function, one of which is the fitting of an exponentially- 

                                                             
30 SYSTAT Software Inc., PeakFit: Peak Separation and Analysis Software, 2002. 
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modified Gaussian function to a signal. The exponentially-modified Gaussian PeakFit 

function was applied to the data and the resulting curve fit is displayed in Figure 24. In 

Figure 24, the upper plot contains the individual data points as well as the exponentially 

modified Gaussian curve fit. The lower plot is a plot of the peaks PeakFit identified from 

the data points using the exponentially modified Gaussian model with their centroid 

location. This means that the central peak (12.841) is a plot of just the curve fit of the 

data, with its calculated centroid location. The additional smaller peaks are erroneously 

identified by PeakFit. The supporting data summary displays from the PeakFit program 

used in the analysis are located in Appendix K.  

 

Figure 24: Exponentially Modified Gaussian Curve Fit 
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Statistical Analysis of the Curve Fit 

PeakFit uses a least-square fit with Equation 5 to create the curve fit. As a result, 

the coefficient of determination, r2, is calculated from the sum of squares based on error 

and the sum of squares about the mean. The sum of squares due to error is the sum of 

squared residuals and is the merit function in the least-squares fit. The sum of squares 

about the mean defines the lack of a fit. Thus, r2 is calculated as 1 – the sum of squares 

due to error divided by the sum of squares about the mean using the following equation: 

 

      

where n is the number of data points, wi is the weight value, ŷi is the estimated value, y-

bari is the mean value of all y data points, and the yi is a single data point. The r2 quantity 

is a statistical measure of how the curve fit corresponds to the real data points on a scale 

of zero to one, zero being the worst possible approximation and 1 being a perfect 

approximation.31  

 The SE is the fit standard error of the exponentially modified Gaussian curve fit. 

This is really the square root of the mean square error, which is the sum of squares due to 

error divided by the degree of freedom (DOF). The DOF is determined using Equation 

10: 

   

                                                             
31 John R. Taylor, An Introduction to Error Analysis: The Study of Uncertainties in Physical Measurements, 
2nd ed. (Sausalito: University Science Books, 1997), 216-220. 
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where n is the number of data points and m is the total number of fitted parameters. For 

the case of the exponentially modified Gaussian, m = 4. The SE is thus calculated using 

Equation 11: 

 

The mean square error combines together the variance and the squared bias of the curve 

fit which gives an indication of its precision and accuracy.32 A mean square error of zero 

would mean the curve fit matches every single data point in the waveform. As the SE is 

the square root of the mean square error, it also gives an indication of precision and 

accuracy. Therefore, SEs close to zero give an indication of small variance between the 

curve fit and the experimental data. 

 The F statistic provided by the PeakFit analysis summary refers to the statistical 

test and regression analysis that determines variances between different populations. This 

value is not being used to determine the usefulness of the curve fit as it applies to the 

analysis of the time response data. 

Determining the Through-Put Delay and the Time Response 

Due to the variability in the experimental data, the through-put and the detector 

time response will be measured using the exponentially-modified Gaussian curve fit. This 

should result in more stable measurements of those quantities. The through-put delay will 

be measured at the point where the curve fit amplitude crosses the 10% point on the 

leading edge of the normalized waveform. To determine that point may require an 

interpolation of the curve fit data points around the 10% level. To determine the detector 

                                                             
32SAS/STAT® 9.2 User’s Guide, Second Edition, “Mean Squared Error,” accessed 11 March 2014, 
https://support.sas.com/documentation/cdl/en/statug/63033/HTML/default/viewer.htm#statug_introm
od_sect005.htm . 
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time response from the curve fit data requires the calculation of the full width at half 

maximum. A depiction of the 10% level and FWHM of a waveform are displayed in 

Figure 25. This is done automatically and is displayed as part of PeakFit’s data summary 

function. Examples of the PeakFit data summary pages are given in Appendix K.  

 

Figure 25: 10% Through-Put Level and FWHM 

As there are twenty sets of data for every 100 V step in bias on detectors D1 and D2, the 

through-put and time responses will be averaged over twenty samples. This average will 
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be used to compare this data with the previously recorded through-put and time response 

measured at the Idaho facility in 2006. 

Section 2: Data Analysis 

Determining the Analytical Results for a Single bias Setting (D1 at -2500V) 

 As described above, to determine the through-put and time response of the nTOF 

detector under test at a specific bias setting required modifying the data into an input file 

that the PeakFit program could recognize, and then fitting an exponentially-modified 

Gaussian curve fit to the data. The data collected from detector D1 at the -2500 V bias 

setting will be used to describe the analytical process in detail. While only the major steps 

will be discussed in this section, a more detailed description of the program commands 

and file manipulations required by this process is provided in Appendix L. 

 There are several quantities produced after analyzing the experimentally 

measured waveforms using the PeakFit program. These include the r2 and SE of the curve 

fit itself, the peak centroid, and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) in time units. 

The peak centroid will be useful in comparing the current data with the data from the 

earlier Idaho experiments. The FWHM is the width of the time response of the detector 

and requires no additional analysis. However, PeakFit does not produce a direct 

measurement of the detector through-put defined as the point in time when the waveform 

amplitude reaches ten percent of the peak amplitude. As the waveform is normalized, this 

would be the point at which the curve fit crosses an amplitude of 0.1. While PeakFit does 

not directly measure this, it does provide fitted data points from the fit, which can be 

linearly interpolated to provide a timing measurement for the through-put at ten percent 

of the normalized amplitude. These values for the twenty measurements of nTOF 

detector D1 at a bias setting of -2500 V are displayed in Table I. 
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TABLE I: Raw Data for Detector D1 at -2500 V 

Run # Centroid (ns) FWHM (ns) Through- 
Put (ns) 

r2 SE 

1 12.2 3.24 9.35 0.998 0.014 
2 12.8 3.73 8.9 0.984 0.045 
3 11.7 5.0 11.7 0.99 0.035 
4 10.9 3.1 7.96 0.99 0.03 
5 10.5 3.75 7.7 0.98 0.044 
6 11.3 3.3 8.3 0.99 0.03 
7 10.45 2.85 8.16 0.99 0.03 
8 10.5 3.05 8.1 0.998 0.014 
9 12.96 3.2 10.5 0.987 0.035 

10 10.37 3.2 7.83 0.98 0.04 
11 9.9 3.0 7.6 0.995 0.02 
12 10.98 3.14 8.36 0.99 0.03 
13 11.0 3.1 8.36 0.989 0.033 
14 11.3 2.8 8.8 0.99 0.03 
15 11.6 2.8 9.5 0.98 0.04 
16 12.0 3.0 9.55 0.99 0.027 
17 10.8 2.9 8.6 0.986 0.035 
18 11.09 3.3 8.64 0.98 0.04 
19 11.1 3.4 8.6 0.987 0.036 
20 11.0 4.5 7.9 0.99 0.03 

 

Analytical Results from a Set of Data 

Treating the measurements of the centroid, FWHM, through-put, r2, and SE as 

single values allows for their analysis using counting statistics. For each of these 

quantities, the standard deviation, range, minimum value and maximum values are 

displayed in Table II. These values are also provided as part of the entire set of raw data 

for D1 located in Appendix M. In Table II, the range for the centroid, FWHM, through-

put, r2, and SE is the difference between the minimum value and the maximum value for 

those quantities. 
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TABLE II: Analyzed Data for Detector D1 at -2500 V 

 Mean Standard 
Deviation of 

Mean 

Range Minimum 
Value 

Maximum 
Value 

Centroid (ns) 11.2 0.8 3.06 9.9 12.96 
r2 0.989 0.005 0.016 0.981 0.998 

SE 0.032 0.008 0.03 0.014 0.045 
FWHM (ns) 3.3 0.6 2.23 2.78 5 

Through-Put (ns) 8.7 1.0 4.1 7.6 11.7 
  

The data analysis reveals that the curve fit of the exponentially-modified Gaussian 

function to the experimental data is a good fit. As an r2 value of 1 is a theoretically 

perfect fit, the mean r2 value of 0.989 implies an excellent fit of the experimental data. 

Additionally, a standard deviation of the r2 mean value of only 0.005 and a range in the 

data of only 0.016 means that there was very little variance in the r2 values. Additionally, 

the mean value of the standard error of the fit was only 0.032 with a standard deviation of 

0.008 means that there was very little error in the curve fit of the raw data. This validates 

the use of the exponentially-modified Gaussian function to the data. 

 The centroid and through-put functionally represent the same elements of the 

waveform. The centroid is defined as the timing of the peak amplitude, and the through-

put is the timing of the pulse at 10% of the peak amplitude. For -2500 V, both the 

centroid and the through-put had relatively large standard deviations at approximately 7% 

of the mean value for the centroid and 11 % for the through-put. This was a reflection of 

the wide range in measurements for both quantities as depicted by the histogram in 

Figure 26. 
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Figure 26: A Histogram of the Centroid Measurements of detector D1 at -2500 V 

This histogram shows not only the wide spread in measured values, but the shape of the 

distribution of measurements. At 20 measurements, there is not a well-defined normal 

distribution. This has an impact on the statistics used to analyze the data. 

 The FWHM represents the time response width of the detector, which had more 

variation in the data than either the centroid or the through-put delay. The standard 

deviation of the FWHM was 17 % of the mean value. Like the centroid and the through-

put, this was indicative of the large range of measured values of the FWHM. The range of 

2.23 for a mean value of 3.31 reflected the wide variation in the measured data for the 

time response of the detector. 

 The raw data and analyzed results for each voltage step for detector D1 is located 

in Appendix M. The raw data and analyzed results for each voltage step for detector D2 

is located in Appendix N.  
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Section 3: Results 

 The analysis described in the previous section was performed on data from 

detectors D1 and D2. The measurements were taken at 100 V steps for each detector from 

-2500 V to -1800 V. Measurements were limited to -1800 V and above because the 

output signals from the reference detector D1 at that bias setting were only 6 mV, which 

approached detector noise levels. Compared with the signal noise of 2-3 mV, there was 

doubt as to whether the measurements taken at -1800 V would result in good data. Part of 

this analysis will determine not only the comparison at that voltage to the previously 

measured experimental data from Idaho, but also whether these very low voltage 

measurements yield useful data. 

The Results for Detector D1 

 The results for detector D1 at 100 V steps from -2500 V to -1800 V are displayed 

in Table III. 

TABLE III: Results for Detector D1 from -2500 V to -1800 V 

Bias 
(V) 

Centroid (ns) FWHM (ns) Through- 
Put at 10% 
Amplitude 

(ns) 

r2 SE 

-2500 11.2 + 0.8 3.3 + 0.6 8.7 + 1.0 0.989 + 0.005 0.03 + 0.01 
-2400 11.5 + 1.0 3.5 + 0.4 8.8 + 0.9 0.999 + 0.009 0.037 + 0.011 
-2300 11.6 + 0.7 3.7 + 0.4 8.8 + 0.7 0.98 + 0.01 0.045 + 0.013 
-2200 12.0 + 0.8 3.7 + 0.7 9.0 + 0.7 0.965 + 0.024 0.06 + 0.02 
-2100 11.8 + 0.7 3.4 + 0.4 9.0 + 0.6 0.969 + 0.023 0.054 + 0.021 
-2000 12.3 + 0.8 3.5 + 0.5 9.2 + 0.7 0.91 + 0.05 0.09 + 0.04 
-1900 12.5 + 0.7 3.3 + 0.7 9.6 + 0.6 0.9 + 0.1 0.104 + 0.051 
-1800 12.8 + 1.1 3.5 + 0.9 9.4 + 1.7 0.85 + 0.15 0.18 + 0.21 
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Figure 27: Detector D1 Results 

The results for detector D1 display a number of trends in the experimental data, which are 

displayed in Figure 27. Note that the centroid and corresponding through-put increase as 

a function of decreasing detector bias. This is to be expected as decreasing the PMT bias 

reduces the voltage across the PMT dynodes, which slows the transit time of the signal. 

While the mean values for the FWHM displays a trend towards increasing width as the 

applied bias decreases, but the plot, Figure 27, indicates a relatively flat history within the 

uncertainties. In Figure 27, and for all of the subsequent figures, the experimental data 
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measured during this cosmic radiation time response and through-put experiment are 

identified as cosmic. Thus the centroid measured in this experiment is graphically 

displayed as the cosmic centroid. This is as opposed to the measurements taken at the 

Idaho Accelerator Centre which is graphically displayed as the Idaho centroid. The r2 

values decrease with decreasing bias and there is a corresponding increase in the standard 

error of the fit across the same bias settings. The appropriateness of the exponentially-

modified Gaussian function to the experimental measurements decreases with decreasing 

bias setting. However, even at -1800 V, the r2 of 0.847 shows that the exponentially-

modified Gaussian fit is still applicable to the D1 data.  

The Results for Detector D2 

The results for detector D2 at 100 V steps from -2500 V to -1800 V are displayed 

in Table IV. 

TABLE IV: Results for Detector D2 from -2500 V to -1800 V 

Bias 
(V) 

Centroid (ns) FWHM (ns) Through- 
Put at 10% 
Amplitude 

(ns) 

r2 SE 

-2500 12.2 + 0.5 3.5 + 0.4 9.6 + 0.5 0.98 + 0.01 0.033 + 0.013 
-2400 12.4 + 0.9 3.6 + 0.6 9.6 + 0.7 0.988 + 0.008 0.033 + 0.013 
-2300 12.8 + 0.7 3.6 + 0.4 10.1 + 0.9 0.99 + 0.01 0.026 + 0.009 
-2200 12.6 + 0.5 3.8 + 0.4 9.8 + 0.7 0.984 + 0.014 0.03 + 0.01 
-2100 12.9 + 0.5 3.7 + 0.4 10.1 + 0.4 0.989 + 0.007 0.038 + 0.03 
-2000 13.2 + 0.5 4.0 + 0.4 10.2 + 0.6 0.987 + 0.009 0.036 + 0.01 
-1900 13.1 + 0.6 3.8 + 0.5 10.4 + 0.6 0.98 + 0.01 0.045 + 0.009 
-1800 13.6 + 0.6 3.7 + 0.4 11.0 + 0.7 0.965 + 0.024 0.053 + 0.025 
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Figure 28: Detector D2 Results 

The trends for the centroid, FWHM, and through-put are displayed in Figure 28. Similar 

to detector D1, the centroid and through-put for detector D2 increases with decreasing 

bias settings. Due to the uncertainties the FWHM was statistically flat. As far as the 

correctness of the curve fit to the experimental data from detector D2, there is a trend of 

decreasing the r2 values with decreasing bias settings. However, the change from 0.981 at 

-2500 V to 0.965 at -1800 V is much less of a change than for detector D1. Additionally, 
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the standard error of the fit does not change significantly across the range of bias settings. 

For D2, the use of an exponentially-modified Gaussian fit is reasonable. 

Section 4: Comparing the Cosmic Experimental Results with the Idaho 
Experimental Results 

A Description of the Idaho Experiments 

 In July 2006, a series of measurements of the through-put delay and time response 

of nTOF detectors was taken at the Idaho State University Accelerator Center. These 

experiments were conducted using a 44 MeV Short-Pulse Electron LINAC.33 The 

accelerator was used to produce a 50 ps pulse of 5 MeV electrons impinging onto a 

Tungsten target. The interaction of the electrons in the Tungsten produced a beam of 

photons with approximately the same characteristics as the electron beam (5 MeV peak 

energy, 50 ps pulse). The facility used a photo-Compton diode near the target (a few cm 

away) as a way to measure the initial time of the photon beam pulse.34 The beam then 

progressed through a 0.635 cm shielded collimator five feet long into the detector under 

test (D1). The pulse from the Compton diode provided a trigger to a 20 GHz fast 

digitizer. This digitizer recorded the resulting waveform from detector D1, and was set to 

accumulate 300 individual measurements and an average waveform. The individual 

waveforms were not recorded during these experiments. The average values for the 

centroid, FWHM, and through-put was used as the reference data to compare with 

measurements from the cosmic radiations experiments. A summary of the Idaho 

experimental data is located in Appendix H. The Idaho measurements did not record 

uncertainties for centroid, through-put, or FWHM. 

                                                             
33 Idaho State University Accelerator Center, “Facilities and Capabilities,” accessed on 24 March 2014, 
http://iac.isu.edu/facilities.html.  
34 Private Communication, Brent Davis, NSTec, Las Vegas, Nevada. 
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Comparing the D1 Cosmic Experimental Data with the Idaho Experimental Data 

 Figure 29 and Table V show the comparison between the current cosmic 

experimental data and the Idaho data for nTOF detector D1. The uncertainties for the 

cosmic radiation experimental data from D1 represent one standard deviation. 

 TABLE V: Comparison of D1 Detector Results Between the Cosmic Radiation 
Experiments and the Idaho Experiments 

Bias 
(V) 

Centroid 
(ns) 

Idaho 
Centroid 

(ns) 

FWHM 
(ns) 

Idaho 
FWHM 

(ns) 

Through- 
Put at 10% 
Amplitude 

(ns) 

Idaho 
Through-

Put at 10% 
Amplitude 

(ns) 
-2500 11.2 + 0.8 11.57 3.3 + 0.6 3.42 8.7 + 1.0 9.34 
-2400 11.5 + 1.0 11.98 3.5 + 0.4 3.36 8.8 + 0.9 9.46 
-2300 11.6 + 0.7 11.89 3.7 + 0.4 3.48 8.8 + 0.7 9.47 
-2200 12.0 + 0.8 12.0 3.7 + 0.7 3.48 9.0 + 0.6 9.65 
-2100 11.8 + 0.7 12.34 3.4 + 0.4 3.41 9.0 + 0.6 9.87 
-2000 12.3 + 0.8 12.4 3.5 + 0.5 3.55 9.2 + 0.7 10.04 
-1900 12.5 + 0.7 12.74 3.3 + 0.7 3.62 9.6 + 0.6 10.17 
-1800 12.8 + 1.1 13.1 3.5 + 0.9 3.59 9.4 + 1.7 10.39 
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Figure 29: Detector D1 Cosmic Experiment Data versus Idaho Experiment Data 

 The Idaho experimental data results for the centroid and through-put all exhibit a 

decreasing trend with increasing bias, which matches the trends in the cosmic 

experimental data. The FWHM Idaho values indicate a relatively flat history and are in 

agreement with the cosmic measurements. 

 The cosmic data displayed in Figure 29 includes uncertainties that represent the 

standard deviations in the cosmic data derived from the 20 measurements at each 100 V 

bias setting. While the cosmic data does not perfectly match the Idaho data, there are 
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overlaps in the results when the error bars are taken into account. For the centroid value, 

the Idaho data falls within a standard deviation of all of the cosmic data points. For the 

through-put, seven of the eight Idaho data points fall within one standard deviation of the 

cosmic data, and the eighth data point is not very far outside the standard deviation. For 

the FWHM, all of the Idaho data points fall within one standard deviation of the cosmic 

data, and most of those data points match very closely with the cosmic data. Based on 

this comparison, the cosmic radiation experimental data match reasonably well with the 

Idaho experimental data. 

Comparing the D2 Cosmic Experimental Data with the Idaho Experimental Data 

 The detector D2 cosmic radiation experimental data is compared with the detector 

D2 Idaho experimental data in Table VI and in Figure 30. 

TABLE VI: Comparison of D2 Detector Results Between the Cosmic Radiation 
Experiments and the Idaho Experiments 

Bias 
(V) 

Centroid 
(ns) 

Idaho 
Centroid 

(ns) 

FWHM 
(ns) 

Idaho 
FWHM 

(ns) 

Through- 
Put at 10% 
Amplitude 

(ns) 

Idaho 
Through-

Put at 10% 
Amplitude 

(ns) 
-2500 12.2 + 0.5 11.25 3.5 + 0.4 3.31 9.6 + 0.5 8.79 
-2400 12.4 + 0.9 11.33 3.6 + 0.6 3.41 9.6 + 0.7 9.02 
-2300 12.8 + 0.7 11.63 3.6 + 0.4 3.41 10.1 + 0.9 9.15 
-2200 12.6 + 0.5 11.69 3.8 + 0.4 3.31 9.8 + 0.7 9.39 
-2100 12.9 + 0.5 11.57 3.7 + 0.4 3.11 10.1 + 0.4 9.57 
-2000 13.2 + 0.5 11.78 4.0 + 0.4 3.31 10.2 + 0.6 9.65 
-1900 13.1 + 0.6 12.19 3.8 + 0.5 3.02 10.4 + 0.6 9.95 
-1800 13.6 + 0.6 12.69 3.7 + 0.4 2.55 11.0 + 0.7 9.99 
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Figure 30: Detector D2 Cosmic Experiment Data versus Idaho Experiment Data 

 The Idaho experimental data results for the centroid and through-put for detector 

D2 exhibit a decreasing trend with increasing bias. This matches reasonably well with D2  

cosmic data. However, the Idaho FWHM increases with increasing bias and is not 

consistent with the D2 FWHM , or with comparable D1 data. Although the cosmic 

experimental data ends at the lowest bias of -1800 V, the Idaho data continues down to -

1000 V. When this additional data is analyzed, the -1800 V value of 2.55 ns appears to be 

an inflection point, and the data below -1800 V trends upward with decreasing bias 
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similar to the other measured data. Therefore, it appears that the cosmic and Idaho data 

are consistent when taking the entire trend into account disregarding the unusual -1800V 

data. 

 When the uncertainties representing the standard deviation of each cosmic data 

point are plotted alongside the Idaho data, there appears to be less agreement than there 

was with the D1 data. While this data seems to trend well with the Idaho centroid data, 

none of the Idaho centroid data points fall within one standard deviation of the cosmic 

data points. For the through-put delay, there is better agreement between the cosmic and 

the Idaho data. Five of eight Idaho data points fall within one standard deviation of the 

cosmic data, and all of these points seem to agree very close to the standard deviation 

value away from the cosmic through-put measurements. Additionally, only four of eight 

Idaho data points fall within one standard deviation of the cosmic data points. Taking all 

three quantities together, the cosmic radiation experimental data for D2 do not compare 

as well with the Idaho data exhibited by the D1 results.  

The Results from Taking Additional Measurements 

 The D1 and D2 results were the product of a statistical analysis of twenty 

measurements per bias setting per detector. Only twenty measurements were taken due to 

the time required to collect the measurements. As demonstrated in the histogram in 

Figure 26, twenty measurements do not produce a normal distribution of data points. To 

demonstrate this is possible, eighty additional measurements were taken on detector D1 

at -2500 V for a total of 100 measurements total at -2500 V. The results were analyzed in 

cumulative twenty-measurement intervals and are displayed in Figure 31 and Table VII. 
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TABLE VII: The Results of taking More Measurements at -2500 V on D1 

Number 
of 

Measure-
ments 

Centroid 
(ns) 

Idaho 
Centroid 

(ns) 

FWHM (ns) Idaho 
FWHM 

(ns) 

Through 
Put at 10% 
Amplitude 

(ns) 

Idaho 
Through 

Put at 
10% 

Amplitude 
(ns) 

20 11.2 + 0.8 11.566 3.3 + 0.6 3.42 8.7 + 1.0 9.3375 
40 12.1 + 1.1 11.566 3.3 + 0.5 3.42 9.4 + 1.1 9.3375 
60 12.1 + 1.0 11.566 3.3 + 0.5 3.42 9.5 + 1.0 9.3375 
80 12.2 + 0.9 11.566 3.4 + 0.5 3.42 9.6 + 0.9 9.3375 
100 12.25 + 0.9 11.566 3.4 + 0.5 3.42 9.6 + 0.8 9.3375 

 

Figure 31: Analytical Results from Taking Additional Measurements on D1 at -2500V 
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As predicted, the statistics improved with the additional eighty measurements on 

D1 at -2500V. The mean values for the centroid, FWHM, and through-put changed from 

the mean values of only twenty measurements. However, all three measurements seem to 

be converging on a single value as the measurements increased. The values for the 

centroid changed the most from the twenty-measurement value and the standard 

deviation increased.  This leads to a conclusion that the additional measurements did 

produce better statistics.  

 At twenty measurements, the cosmic FWHM was 110 ps less than the Idaho 

value. After 100 measurements, the cosmic FWHM was 42 ps less than the Idaho value. 

At twenty measurements, the cosmic through-put was 608 ps less than the Idaho value. 

After 100 measurements, the cosmic through-put was 243 ps more than the Idaho value. 

For both the FWHM and the through-put, the standard deviation was progressively less as 

the number of measurements increased. As the timing bin size on the digitizer is 200 ps, 

the FWHM was within this uncertainty. However, the difference between the cosmic 

through-put delay and the Idaho through-put reduced to just slightly more than 200 ps. 

Analyzing both of these quantities, taking more measurements clearly resulted in better 

results for the mean FWHM and through-put. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Section 1: Conclusion 

 The analysis of the results from the cosmic radiation experiments with detectors 

D1 and D2 to determine the detector time responses and through-put delays demonstrate 

that this technique yields results consistent with earlier Idaho-based experimental data. 

The only limitation of the technique is a function of the gain of the PMT of the detector 

under test. The R329 tube has high gain affording coincidence detection of cosmic 

radiation down to -1000V. But, the gain of the R5946 mesh PMT is a factor of ten less 

than that of the  R329, and could only detect cosmic radiation from -2500V to -1800V. 

Thus the cosmic radiation technique could only characterize the FWHM and through-put 

for a limited range of detector bias settings.  

The cosmic data matched the Idaho data for D1 very well. The D1 results were 

within one standard deviation of the Idaho data for the centroid, FWHM, and the through-

put. However, this may have been a function of using Idaho D1 data as a reference for 

calibrating the through-put delay of the coincidence detectors and electronics. For D2, the 

cosmic experiment results did not match the Idaho results as well as the D1 results. The 

cosmic D2 FWHM results were outside of one standard deviation for bias settings below 

-2100V. However, the Idaho data for the FWHM of D2 trends in an opposite way from 

the D1 detector data (see Appendix H). While the Idaho D1 FWHM increases with 

decreasing bias, the Idaho D2 data decreases with decreasing bias to -1800V and then 

begins increasing from -1700V to -1000V. If you drew a line between the Idaho D2 

FWHM values from -1000V to -2500V, then the cosmic data for D2 matches that overall 
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trend in the Idaho D2 data. This plot is displayed in Figure 32. There is no explanation 

for this discrepancy at -1800V. The validity of the Idaho D2 FWHM data is in question.35 

 

Figure 32: Complete Idaho D2 FWHM and Cosmic D2 FWHM data 

Both the cosmic D2 centroid and the through-put results were within one standard 

deviation of the Idaho results. However, both of these results were greater than the Idaho 

results. As the difference between the cosmic results and the Idaho results appears to be 

constant, this may also be a function of using the Idaho D1 results to calibrate the 

                                                             
35 Private Communication, C.L. Ruiz, Sandia National Laboratories, 2013. 
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coincidence detectors. Calibrating the coincidence detectors with the Idaho D2 results 

could eliminate this increase in values and bring the FWHM and through-put values 

closer to the Idaho D2 results. 

The additional eighty measurements taken with D1 at -2500V resulted in a 

significant increase in the centroid and through-put values. This occurred when 

combining the original twenty measurements with the second twenty measurements, and 

then continued to make a slight increase with the additional sixty measurements. Thus it 

appears that the measurements taken on different days returned different results. While 

the results at 100 measurements were closer to the Idaho data, they were different than 

the original data taken approximately one month before the second experiment. Even 

though both the first twenty and the additional eighty measurements were within one 

standard deviation of the Idaho D2 results, the difference calls into question the 

repeatability of the cosmic measurement technique. 

 Additionally, the experimental data reveals an important characteristic of plastic 

scintillator-PMT detectors in general. The experimental electronics were calibrated using 

the Idaho D1 centroid data at -2500V. This provided for the through-put delay of the 

coincidence detectors and the corresponding coincidence electronics. However, this 

calibration had no effect on the time response of the detector. The cosmic FWHM results 

for D1 were remarkably consistent with the FWHM from the Idaho experiments 

conducted eight years earlier. This means that although age reduces the amplitude of the 

signals from scintillation detectors, it does not seem to have a statistically significant 

effect on the time resolution of these systems. 
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 Section 2: Future Work 

While the results from the cosmic radiation experiments demonstrated that the 

technique of using cosmic rays in a coincidence system to measure the through-put delay 

and time response of a plastic scintillator detector is valid, there were several things that 

appeared throughout the experiment that indicated ways to improve the technique. The 

first of these is the requirement for an accurate independent measurement of the through-

put of the coincidence detectors. As the accuracy of the through-put delay measurement 

requires an accurate knowledge of the time that the incident radiation interacted in the 

scintillator, using the D1 reference data to manually adjust the delay in the system to 

account for the through-put delay of the coincidence detectors and associated electronics 

introduced uncertainty in the measurement. Taking the coincidence detectors to an 

accelerator facility to measure the through-put delay would make the determination of the 

initial incident cosmic radiation timing more accurate, resulting in a more accurate 

determination of the through-put delay of the nTOF detector under test.  

If taking the coincidence detector to an accelerator is not feasible, there may be 

better ways to calibrate the coincidence system than using the Idaho centroid data. Using 

the additional D1 measurements taken at -2500V to evaluate the coincidence calibration 

leads to the conclusion that the calibration was off approximately 700 ps at 12.25 ns. The 

centroid calibration should have been at 11.5 ns, thus after taking 100 measurements the 

delay in the signal from the detector under test should be increased by 500 ps and the 

study repeated until the calibration is within 200 ps of the 11.5 ns Idaho D1 centroid 

value. However, even with the centroid calibration off approximately 700 ps, the 

through-put delay from the cosmic D1 data was only 243 ps more than the Idaho D1 data. 

With a digitizer bin size of 200 ps, this is almost within the error in the experimental set-
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up. As there seems to be no linear relationship between the centroid value and the 

through-put value, the calibration of the coincidence detectors should use the Idaho 

through-put delay value at -2500V and not the centroid value. 

 The inconsistent results for nTOF detector D2 should be examined in greater 

detail. One way to do this is to calibrate the coincidence detectors to the Idaho results for 

D2. The results from these experiments would determine if the increased values for the 

centroid and through-put for D2 were a function of the detector itself, or the calibration 

process. Then, with the D2 calibration, detector D1 should also be evaluated to see if 

there is an impact on the centroid and through put values. This would also validate the 

use of a reference detector in calibrating the coincidence detectors. 

 As the measurements taken on different days produced different results for D1, 

additional studies should be done to assess the reliability of the cosmic radiation 

experimental methodology. These studies should be separated by at least a week to 

determine if time has an effect on the results. They should be conducted on both detectors 

and at the bias settings from -1800V to -2500V. Such studies would establish the 

reliability of the cosmic radiation technique. It would also determine whether the 

variability in the cosmic radiation makes it a reliable source for these experiments. 

To get more accurate results, more than twenty measurements need to be taken 

per bias setting. While the results after 100 measurements demonstrated that the values 

began to converge, it appeared that the values had not fully converged. Therefore, to get 

the most accurate values for the FWHM and through-put at a given bias setting, more 

than 100 analyzable measurements need to be taken.  
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APPENDIX A: BC-404 PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR SPECIFICATIONS 
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APPENDIX B: HAMAMATSU R329 PMT SPECIFICATIONS 
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APPENDIX C: CONSTANT FRACTION DISCRIMINATION AND LOGIC UNIT 
OPERATIONS 

 

Fast Timing and Constant Fraction Discrimination 

 In constructing a coincidence system, it is imperative to have electronics that 

mark the arrival of incident radiation with consistency and precision. There are three 

major phenomena that constrain timing resolution. These are jitter, walk, and drift. Jitter 

is a function of electrical noise that causes an uncertainty in the timing of the signal to be 

introduced into the output pulse. Walk is the dependence of the output signal on the 

amplitude of the incoming pulse, thus the larger the amplitude the smaller the walk. An 

example of Jitter and walk is displayed in the figure below. Drift is long-term systemic 

error from the aging of electronics and variations in the temperature effects on the 

discriminator.36 Optimal timing resolution requires the use of a timing discriminator 

which suppresses these phenomena.  

37 

 

                                                             
36 Ortec, Fast-Timing Discriminator Introduction (Oak Ridge: Ametek Advanced Measurement 
Technology), 3. 
37 Ibid., 3. 
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To solve the problem of precise and consistent timing resolution, constant fraction 

discrimination, CFD, was developed.38 The goal of CFD is to trigger at some constant 

optimum fraction of the pulse over a broad spectrum of input pulse shapes of varying 

amplitude. To do this, the incoming pulse is split into two parts. The first part is 

attenuated to some constant fraction of the initial amplitude while the second part is 

delayed and inverted. Both parts are then added together to form the timing signal. A 

visual description of this process is displayed in the figure below. 

39 

 The timing signal produced by CFD provides a precise and consistent marking of 

the time an incident radiation interacts in a scintillator and produces an output signal. 

When the proper constant fraction is chosen the walk and jitter of the signal are 

minimized. This optimum constant fraction has been experimentally determined to be 

                                                             
38 D.A. Gedcke, and W.J. McDonald, “A Constant Fraction of Pulse Height Trigger For Optimum Time 
Resolution,” Nuclear Instruments and Methods 55 (1967): 377-380. 
39 Ortec, Fast-Timing Discriminator Introduction, 4. 
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roughly 20%. This makes constant fraction discrimination the optimal technique for 

timing resolution in scintillator-PMT detectors. CFD has also been experimentally proven 

to be a successful technique in fast scintillator-PMT systems for providing optimal time 

resolution.40 For this reason, a CFD unit was used as part of the coincidence system. 

 The CFD unit used in this experiment was the Ortec 935 Quad 200-MHz CFD. 

The specifications for the Ortec Model 935 are located in Appendix D. The Model 935 

reduces the walk of any given signal to within + 50 ps. The timing signals have a FWHM 

of 1 ns and a pulse-pair resolving time of <5 ns. The output signal is a negative-NIM 

signal with an adjustable width from 4 ns to 200 ns.  

Logic Unit 

 A logic unit compares input signals and determines if those logic signals are 

coincident or not. When the input signals overlap then the unit generates a logic output 

signal, and when the input signals do not overlap no signal is produced. The overlap that 

determines a coincident event is determined by the electronics of the logic unit. While the 

logic unit has a variety of different functions, the coincidence unit portion of the logic 

system performs the “AND” operations.41 Thus, when two inputs overlap, the unit 

determines that signal 1 AND signal 2 are in coincidence and produces an output signal. 

 The logic unit used in this experiment was the Ortec Model CO4020 Quad 4-input 

Logic Unit. The specification of the CO4020 is located in Appendix E. This unit accepts 

fast negative-NIM logic pulses. The minimum pulse overlap is 3 ns. The Y outputs have 

an adjustable width from 40 ns to 40 μs, and have both a fast negative-NIM output signal 

                                                             
40 D.A. Gedcke, and W.J. McDonald, “A Constant Fraction of Pulse Height Trigger For Optimum Time 
Resolution,” Nuclear Instruments and Methods 55 (1967): 380. 
41 Leo, Techniques for Nuclear and Particle Physics Experiments, 295-96. 
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and a positive TTL output signal. For the purposes of this experiment, only the fast 

negative-MIN output signal was used. 
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APPENDIX D: Ortec Model 935 Quad 200-MHz CFD 
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APPENDIX E: Ortec NIM Model 772 Counter  
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APPENDIX F: TEKTRONIX DPO 4104 SPECIFICATIONS 
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APPENDIX G: Ortec Model CO4020 Quad 4-Input Logic Unit 
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APPENDIX H: Idaho Experimental Data 
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APPENDIX I: Cosmic Radiation Experimental Set-up Pictures 

 

 

The Cosmic Ray Time Response Measurement System Experimental Set-up 

 

The Detector Under Test Experimental Set-up 
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The Coincidence System with Detectors 10 and 11 
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APPENDIX J: nTOF Detector D1 and D2 Specifications 
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APPENDIX K: PeakFit Peak and Data Summary 

 

Peak Summary 
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Data Summary 
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APPENDIX L: Detailed Analytical Process 

 

Step 1: Copy wave form data file into the analysis folder 

Step 2: Cut out the 107 points of time and amplitude data that start with the first positive 
time value  

(usually cell 5000) 
Step 3: Divide the time cell of the resulting 107 data points by 1*10-9 to put the time into 
nanoseconds 

Step 4: Multiply the amplitude data by -1 to invert the waveform 

Step 5: Divide the amplitude by the max amplitude to normalize the waveform 

Step 6: Copy the resulting time in ns and the normalized amplitude data and save it in a 
text file 

Step 7: Open that text file in PeakFit 

Step 8: Choose autofit III in Peakfit 

Step 9: Choose the Chromatography button from the drop down menus and the EMG 
button from the drop down menus. Also choose the no baseline option from the baseline 
drop down window 
Step 10: Click the autoscan functions of vary width and vary shape 

Step 11: Move the EMG curve to fit the data as closely as you can to optimize the fit 

Step 12: Capture the screen using the save function and save it as a bitmap  

Step 13: Click review on the screen and it will analyze the curve fit 

Step 14: Click the Export button and save the PeakFit curve data 

Step 15: Click the numeric data and save it 

Step 16: Click the data summary and save it 

Step 17: Linearly interpolate the data to discover the through-put delay at the 10% 
amplitude mark 
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APPENDIX M: The Detector D1 Raw and Analyzed Data 

 

Detector D1 2500 V Raw Data 
   

run Centroid r^2 SE FWHM 
Through- 

Put 
1 12.2 0.997844 0.0142558 3.2357 9.354 
2 12.8 0.984055 0.0451763 3.73463696 8.913882 
3 11.716 0.989888 0.0349613 5.0136 11.716 
4 10.897 0.990264 0.0312092 3.10365894 7.964969 
5 10.5 0.981159 0.0437652 3.75171892 7.704 
6 11.3 0.990683 0.0313135 3.29112479 8.290719 
7 10.454 0.991825 0.0280929 2.8478765 8.158916 
8 10.5 0.997999 0.013773 3.05251433 8.108005 
9 12.96 0.98717 0.0352682 3.17190633 10.51958 

10 10.368 0.98283 0.0424457 3.18901506 7.834678 
11 9.9 0.995403 0.0207567 3.00137733 7.602316 
12 10.982 0.989864 0.032248 3.13777931 8.364144 
13 11.016 0.989211 0.0332714 3.12074989 8.356263 
14 11.306 0.990375 0.0303535 2.77967602 8.798677 
15 11.613 0.981114 0.0398555 2.79670976 9.510427 
16 12.006 0.991849 0.0267004 3.01839793 9.552235 
17 10.829 0.985999 0.0345167 2.89906746 8.604407 
18 11.085 0.982611 0.0421406 3.2743266 8.635231 
19 11.1 0.987094 0.0360826 3.37654896 8.630033 
20 10.999 0.990605 0.0322602 4.50203167 7.907787 

      Detector D1 2500 V Analysis 
   

  Mean 

Standard 
Deviation of 
the Mean Range 

Minimum 
Value 

Maximum 
Value 

Centroid 11.22655 0.796188121 3.06 9.9 12.96 

R2 0.988892 0.004971 0.16885 0.981114 0.997999 
SE 0.0324 0.008727 0.031403 0.013773 0.045176 
FWHM 3.314921 0.56313 2.233924 2.779676 5.0136 
Through-Put 8.726313 1.011333 4.113684 7.602316 11.716 
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Detector D1 2400 V Raw Data 
   

run Centroid r^2 SE FWHM 
Through -

Put 
1 11.75 0.98036 0.0478513 4.02437463 8.773961 
2 11.016 0.991302 0.0302979 3.63235321 8.29835 
3 10.965 0.991113 0.0307558 3.06958035 10.965 
4 11.75 0.997139 0.0166565 3.71670049 8.794766 
5 12.091 0.987247 0.0379842 3.53927566 9.30554 
6 14.1 0.992762 0.0380212 4.23329417 10.30618 
7 12.7 0.982203 0.0407003 3.27422541 9.654061 
8 10.5 0.990669 0.0302066 3.61707172 7.819989 
9 10.897 0.99188 0.0291193 3.03549081 8.241918 

10 10.88 0.98502 0.0377796 3.13779633 8.443027 
11 10.027 0.995587 0.0200661 2.98429196 7.603211 
12 11.2 0.985869 0.0362232 2.96727819 8.61376 
13 11.272 0.980915 0.0468105 3.63243982 8.215609 
14 10.368 0.989163 0.0329834 3.37653361 7.719766 
15 10.897 0.983573 0.0417924 3.7005423 8.275909 
16 11.3 0.988618 0.0337252 3.18892878 8.70904 
17 12.892 0.974634 0.0219218 4.16098288 10.35947 
18 11.272 0.952626 0.0685007 3.44477637 8.589575 
19 12.7 0.986738 0.0361625 3.25716715 9.178466 
20 11.477 0.982084 0.045166 3.96175682 8.589138 

      Detector D1 2400 V Analysis 
   

  Mean 

Standard 
Deviation of 
the Mean Range 

Minimum 
Value 

Maximum 
Value 

Centroid 11.5027 0.983269 4.073 10.027 14.1 
R2 0.9985475 0.009523 0.044513 0.952626 0.997139 
SE 0.036136 0.011345 0.051844 0.016657 0.068501 
FWHM 3.497743 0.391163 1.266016 2.967278 4.233294 
Through-Put 8.82837 0.903336 3.361789 7.603211 10.965 
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Detector D1 2300 V Raw Data 
   run Centroid r^2 SE FWHM Through-Put 

1 11.971 0.989144 0.032491 3.773755 9.360854 
2 11.187 0.972844 0.053906 3.956965 8.119913 
3 12.3 0.992519 0.028453 4.14394 9.127977 
4 11.357 0.986691 0.038639 3.83695 8.312684 
5 10.5 0.986698 0.034876 3.32539 7.959812 
6 11.204 0.97176 0.052774 3.39630333 8.829112 
7 11.5 0.982109 0.043135 3.34241926 9.153992 
8 10.948 0.986925 0.035114 3.50529059 8.464569 
9 11.9 0.98976 0.031424 3.75160516 9.201395 

10 10.454 0.979293 0.047478 3.61540807 7.762231 
11 12.1 0.997092 0.017759 4.28037622 8.852413 
12 11.92 0.981639 0.044066 3.63238129 9.10249 
13 10.778 0.978723 0.052767 3.88037149 7.301227 
14 12.858 0.977128 0.056114 4.12692427 9.283881 
15 11.494 0.979856 0.044366 2.93322554 9.101732 
16 12.261 0.970521 0.058244 3.50083 9.147138 
17 12.329 0.972192 0.056569 3.63227218 9.86045 
18 10.93 0.981749 0.045579 3.87109943 8.016915 
19 12.398 0.967288 0.058006 3.34240642 9.654476 
20 12.159 0.961444 0.071615 4.36571661 8.651631 

      Detector D1 2300 V Analysis 
   

  Mean 

Standard 
Deviation of the 
Mean Range 

Minimum 
Value 

Maximum 
Value 

Centroid 11.6274 0.689619 2.404 10.454 11.858 

R2 0.980269 0.009062 0.035648 0.961444 0.997092 
SE 0.045169 0.012811 0.053856 0.017759 0.071615 
FWHM 3.710681 0.361424 1.432491 2.933226 4.365717 
Through-Put 8.763245 0.670975 2.559223 7.301227 9.86045 
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Detector D1 2200 V Raw Data 
   run Centroid r^2 SE FWHM Through-Put 

1 11.681 0.989068 0.031728 3.37655006 9.117453 
2 11.903 0.97638 0.054317 3.68348063 8.761883 
3 11.272 0.977153 0.054202 4.02457442 8.250823 
4 14.137 0.936346 0.09302 4.36561848 11.00131 
5 10.897 0.88155 0.111192 3.39358105 8.527041 
6 11.562 0.975203 0.049465 3.14307207 8.708046 
7 13.029 0.965015 0.065213 3.81996132 8.96783 
8 11.3 0.981034 0.04629 3.46181369 8.640857 
9 11.9 0.979632 0.045387 3.10366336 9.355814 

10 12.824 0.972632 0.055752 4.22918562 9.485479 
11 11.63 0.94885 0.0707 2.55798651 9.446139 
12 12.926 0.960428 0.074835 5.59344704 8.937613 
13 11.545 0.96234 0.068658 4.43383614 8.752128 
14 11.085 0.955837 0.068294 3.54508668 8.512688 
15 11.119 0.984651 0.040934 3.54704442 8.24275 
16 12.5 0.964217 0.062185 3.27422479 8.933792 
17 11.3 0.97622 0.050381 3.70053248 8.866231 
18 11.5 0.986636 0.036578 3.20598625 8.843117 
19 12.346 0.95369 0.067095 2.95018985 9.623682 
20 12.892 0.969735 0.060006 4.17805628 9.706262 

      Detector D1 2200 V Analysis 
   

  Mean 

Standard 
Deviation of the 
Mean Range 

Minimum 
Value 

Maximum 
Value 

Centroid 11.9674 0.844584 3.24 10.897 14.897 
R2 0.964831 0.023818 0.107518 0.88155 0.989068 
SE 0.060312 0.018736 0.079464 0.031728 0.111192 
FWHM 3.679395 0.666766 3.035461 2.557987 5.593447 
Through-Put 9.034047 0.625132 2.75857 8.24275 11.00131 
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Detector D1 2100 V Raw Data 
   run Centroid r^2 SE FWHM Through-Put 

1 12.1 0.953453 0.066015 2.711277 9.6194 
2 11.698 0.983176 0.042772 3.35949793 9.211636 
3 11.5 0.989268 0.033308 3.89841739 8.500371 
4 11.5 0.986773 0.039134 3.94950695 8.760167 
5 11.75 0.990867 0.032226 3.63231111 8.805966 
6 11.323 0.980219 0.043212 2.77968787 9.204481 
7 11.289 0.979438 0.044049 3.30833463 8.858821 
8 13.199 0.993245 0.026878 3.58115385 9.60962 
9 11.988 0.947508 0.0828 4.05864096 8.724997 

10 13.131 0.971638 0.054791 3.37653003 9.413121 
11 11.374 0.953853 0.067664 3.39355431 8.877913 
12 10.3 0.969117 0.054436 3.4172426 7.941614 
13 12.568 0.975734 0.05137 3.92224828 8.398656 
14 10.9 0.972809 0.049633 3.12913578 8.484093 
15 11.92 0.945657 0.075076 3.20598207 9.30125 
16 12.534 0.89351 0.109047 2.62627381 10.50891 
17 11.17 0.988616 0.034343 3.63391939 8.712613 
18 12.295 0.95089 0.07877 3.68347076 9.185783 
19 11.495 0.980017 0.043795 3.29127516 8.946883 
20 11.5 0.976976 0.049695 3.22304989 8.484217 

      Detector D1 2100 V Analysis 
   

  Mean 

Standard 
Deviation of the 
Mean Range Minimum Value Maximum Value 

Centroid 11.7767 0.71577 2.899 10.3 13.199 

R2 0.969138 0.023361 0.099735 0.89351 0.993245 
SE 0.053951 0.0205 0.082169 0.026878 0.101047 
FWHM 3.409075 0.403928 1.432367 2.626274 4.058641 
Through-Put 8.977526 0.560038 2.567296 7.941614 10.50891 
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Detector D1 2000 V Raw Data 
   run Centroid r^2 SE FWHM Through-Put 

1 12.824 0.932708 0.081332 2.74562323 10.63188 
2 11.5 0.991134 0.031735 4.48498775 8.353801 
3 12.159 0.91969 0.095735 3.70053869 9.186905 
4 12.33 0.96733 0.068062 4.63845227 9.197041 
5 11.903 0.944265 0.078591 3.2301229 9.380488 
6 13.319 0.857781 0.137292 3.8369 9.500711 
7 12.091 0.87694 0.018031 3.215442 9.694838 
8 12.022 0.911711 0.107698 3.32539893 9.049936 
9 12.074 0.919539 0.103652 3.63234101 9.304788 

10 12.568 0.901039 0.118166 3.2400983 9.61439 
11 11.784 0.922015 0.0853 3.41063007 9.11016 
12 13.489 0.935319 0.106344 4.43626884 9.3948 
13 12.824 0.849651 0.126839 3.41063735 9.05172 
14 11.9 0.980079 0.046894 3.25717779 9.506972 
15 12.364 0.821878 0.124199 2.67734057 8.974359 
16 13.08 0.837235 0.132967 3.46179678 10.18746 
17 12.483 0.935866 0.078033 3.51385373 8.671677 
18 9.9 0.993997 0.024586 3.42770095 7.23908 
19 11.886 0.840032 0.148442 3.66642351 9.353667 
20 12.705 0.859461 0.128985 3.47883271 8.391558 

      Detector D1 2000 V Analysis 
   

  Mean 

Standard 
Deviation of the 
Mean Range Minimum Value Maximum Value 

Centroid 12.26025 0.767756 3.589 9.9 13.489 
R2 0.909884 0.052925 0.172119 0.821878 0.993997 
SE 0.092144 0.038804 0.130411 0.018031 0.148442 
FWHM 3.539528 0.507341 1.961112 2.61112 4.638452 
Through-Put 9.189812 0.700649 3.3928 7.23908 10.63188 
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Detector D1 1900 V Raw Data 
   run Centroid r^2 SE FWHM Through-Put 

1 11.647 0.811785 0.161088 2.62620698 9.660899 
2 12.3 0.904121 0.10514 3.63233557 9.453645 
3 12.329 0.92075 0.09499 2.71625986 9.673058 
4 12.602 0.619124 0.271824 3.63233416 9.95809 
5 12.227 0.810023 0.164797 2.43859451 8.262653 
6 12.159 0.933923 0.079029 2.9501966 9.9679969 
7 13.881 0.895137 0.119635 3.66640909 10.5773 
8 12.7 0.986842 0.039337 4.2377176 9.864794 
9 11.886 0.88212 0.115688 2.89903026 9.513453 

10 12.091 0.892118 0.1062 2.9672409 9.967024 
11 12.858 0.89442 0.109597 2.96723 10.43619 
12 12.3 0.979848 0.046956 3.88813023 9.25359 
13 12.3 0.906445 0.103064 3.17184042 9.374257 
14 13.898 0.98531 0.042668 5.43999416 9.764274 
15 12.466 0.949496 0.081963 3.66640909 9.123883 
16 11.3 0.939966 0.08154 3.3083453 8.229475 
17 11.903 0.93377 0.083551 2.84789923 9.405658 
18 12.5 0.902567 0.092722 2.55796417 9.50278 
19 13.131 0.91696 0.092975 3.00134709 10.70528 
20 13.898 0.935752 0.086915 4.07573895 9.643492 

      Detector D1 1900 V Analysis 
   

  Mean 

Standard 
Deviation of 
the Mean Range 

Minimum 
Value 

Maximum 
Value 

Centroid 12.5188 0.718006 2.598 11.3 13.898 

R2 0.900024 0.081046 0.367718 0.619124 0.986842 
SE 0.103984 0.050985 0.232487 0.039337 0.271824 
FWHM 3.334561 0.717237 3.0014 2.438595 5.439994 
Through-Put 9.61689 0.629004 2.475805 8.229475 10.70528 
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Detector D1 1800 V Raw Data 
   run Centroid r^2 SE FWHM Through-Put 

1 12.585 0.896893 0.873023 3.90515295 7.792432 
2 12.381 0.399447 0.286112 3.61528 9.420944 
3 15.7 0.751094 0.166286 2.19986 13.83624 
4 12.79 0.765939 0.187871 3.17188213 8.858333 
5 13.216 0.846292 0.118945 2.6571403 10.96743 
6 13.319 0.869058 0.121984 2.93315075 9.763808 
7 13.285 0.913197 0.105148 3.57357191 10.29121 
8 10.982 0.967984 0.060294 3.60363351 7.27861 
9 11.784 0.888849 0.107331 3.29124853 9.147013 

10 12.688 0.894884 0.108694 3.71760623 9.8093441 
11 11.2 0.93365 0.091893 3.1348224 7.386076 
12 13.08 0.839154 0.152404 3.44473154 9.711494 
13 12.995 0.901253 0.136405 5.71280098 7.901024 
14 12.5 0.990522 0.03278 4.65553482 9.58022 

      
      
      
      
      
      
      Detector D1 1800 V Analysis 

   

  Mean 

Standard 
Deviation of 
the Mean Range 

Minimum 
Value 

Maximum 
Value 

Centroid 12.75 1.122887 4.718 10.982 15.7 
R2 0.847015 0.144973 0.591075 0.399447 0.990522 
SE 0.182084 0.207776 0.840243 0.03278 0.873023 
FWHM 3.54403 0.852837 3.512941 2.19986 5.712801 
Through-Put 9.410298 1.689935 6.55763 7.27861 13.83624 
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APPENDIX N: The Detector D2 Raw and Analyzed Data 

 

Detector D2 2500 V Raw Data 
   

run Centroid r^2 SE FWHM 
Through -
Put 

1 12.449 0.994173 0.022998 3.34243602 10.0515 
2 11.852 0.956279 0.0680226 3.8369775 9.641013 
3 12 0.995469 0.0201689 3.0359208 9.668198 
4 12.1 0.99545 0.020074 3.0299109 9.661279 
5 12.415 0.991361 0.023195 3.7005291 9.934252 
6 12.534 0.994469 0.0236038 3.64221184 9.937534 
7 11.8 0.991137 0.0297469 3.7346569 9.130181 
9 12.568 0.995829 0.0210624 3.34241816 9.897019 

10 12.6 0.979088 0.0478578 3.47886554 10.05075 
11 11.784 0.991655 0.0302612 3.80287889 8.980795 
12 12.4 0.993568 0.0244884 3.05253534 10.05537 
13 12.193 0.971527 0.0562443 4.2051788 9.620569 
14 11.136 0.984536 0.040979 3.44399411 8.525341 
15 12.074 0.986968 0.0382416 3.85404279 9.047134 
16 12.636 0.989268 0.0352686 4.02454832 9.776159 
17 12.4 0.987937 0.0341014 3.13777847 10.35238 
18 11.2 0.98397 0.0417231 3.42774218 8.547522 
19 12.875 0.994098 0.0244496 3.34241053 10.13311 
20 11.835 0.99135 0.029293 3.10151991 9.382857 

      Detector D2 2500 V Analysis 
   

      

  Mean 

Standard 
Deviation of 
the Mean Range 

Minimum 
Value 

Maximum 
Value 

Centroid 12.15 0.470161 1.739 11.136 12.875 
R2 0.9807796 0.00987 0.03955 0.956279 0.995829 
SE 0.033252 0.013115 0.047949 0.020074 0.0688023 
FWHM 3.501924 0.351849 1.175268 3.029911 4.205179 
Through-Put 9.59963 0.529132 1.827039 8.525341 10.35238 
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Detector D2 2400 V Raw Data 
   

run Centroid r^2 SE FWHM 
Through- 
Put 

1 12.6 0.971838 0.0527058 3.25717545 10.19945 
2 13.063 0.996247 0.019415 3.61247639 10.192 
3 12.483 0.995914 0.0207563 3.2060071 9.95277 
4 12.278 0.988261 0.033553 3.76874959 9.85333 
5 13.37 0.986416 0.0443726 4.58728554 9.187668 
6 12.057 0.982579 0.0410068 3.29128349 9.646325 
7 12.4 0.987504 0.0335641 3.26815536 9.982623 
8 12.466 0.996838 0.0177255 3.25484119 9.979627 
9 12.364 0.996917 0.0164352 3.11002515 9.848926 

10 12.585 0.979296 0.0473928 4.00751808 9.877991 
11 12.824 0.994553 0.023508 3.68351229 10.0852 
12 12.2 0.996919 0.0173027 3.31141671 9.479341 
13 10.419 0.99275 0.0255373 3.03546516 7.73865 
14 11.6 0.994325 0.0231754 3.33332981 8.814545 
15 11 0.982646 0.0444046 4.57026966 8.210516 
16 13.046 0.976927 0.0537963 4.3650195 10.12103 
17 14.2 0.984099 0.0459775 4.72374067 10.50425 
18 11.016 0.985534 0.0368914 3.03547074 8.809951 
19 13.2 0.995351 0.0211028 3.15482767 10.5302 
20 12.312 0.975567 0.0515015 3.85400779 9.706904 

      Detector D2 2400 V Analysis 
   

  Mean 

Standard 
Deviation of 
the Mean Range 

Minimum 
Value 

Maximum 
Value 

Centroid 12.37415 0.875126 3.781 10.419 14.2 
R2 0.988024 0.008025 0.025081 0.971838 0.99619 
SE 0.033506 0.013269 0.037361 0.016435 0.053796 
FWHM 3.621529 0.554811 1.688276 3.035465 4.723741 
Through-Put 9.636065 0.737227 2.79155 7.73865 10.5302 
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Detector D2 2300 V Raw Data 
   run Centroid r^2 SE FWHM Through-Put 

1 12.875 0.994288 0.02521 3.58809891 10.01273 
2 12.6 0.996649 0.018183 3.5642668 9.985977 
3 13 0.988398 0.034118 3.68831487 10.34857 
4 13.2 0.995712 0.020719 3.85833668 9.903497 
5 12.04 0.972774 0.052406 2.8514227 9.267327 
6 12.892 0.973838 0.050745 3.17188647 10.23636 
7 12.8 0.995678 0.020799 4.1335951 9.871477 
8 13.387 0.994422 0.024906 3.71363935 10.28882 
9 12.551 0.994822 0.021788 3.9931951 9.655814 

10 13.301 0.996693 0.018229 3.37655193 13.3618 
11 14.325 0.995121 0.023348 4.24624338 10.96073 
12 13.4 0.996357 0.019483 3.7925006 9.960445 
13 13.114 0.996434 0.019872 3.79116327 9.784375 
14 12.398 0.992985 0.027056 3.31645632 9.720228 
15 12.392 0.99889 0.02724 3.28236031 9.804598 
16 12.517 0.996625 0.017679 3.05253623 10.17297 
17 11.392 0.99159 0.028569 3.07308924 8.980899 
18 13.36 0.994077 0.024441 3.17190258 10.63303 
19 12.8 0.995385 0.022034 3.81993758 9.983835 
20 11.4 0.991728 0.030221 3.71759656 8.709422 

      Detector D2 2300 V Analysis 
   

  Mean 

Standard 
Deviation of the 
Mean Range 

Minimum 
Value 

Maximum 
Value 

Centroid 12.7872 0.685735 2.933 11.392 14.325 

R2 0.992623 0.006992 0.026116 0.972774 0.99889 
SE 0.026352 0.009653 0.034727 0.017679 0.052406 
FWHM 3.560155 0.382881 1.394821 2.851423 4.24643 
Through-Put 10.08215 0.927123 2.311475 8.709422 13.3618 
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Detector D2 2200 V Raw Data 
   run Centroid r^2 SE FWHM Through-Put 

1 11.988 0.992817 0.028842 4.1780427 8.735211 
2 12.858 0.99391 0.024113 4.06252655 10.42773 
3 12.8 0.991488 0.029972 4.00751565 9.898551 
4 12.671 0.997051 0.016936 3.37283848 9.856442 
5 12.79 0.982127 0.042427 3.59821503 10.30165 
6 13.029 0.986748 0.038766 3.4277018 10.50783 
7 11.869 0.932049 0.02726 3.14453795 9.156923 
8 12.807 0.979346 0.051258 4.48501579 9.413333 
9 12.705 0.971804 0.05824 4.41677607 9.823 

10 12.4 0.982899 0.043259 4.00575988 9.823129 
11 13 0.974651 0.051797 3.57322378 9.719643 
12 11.426 0.988053 0.035168 3.75536434 8.4017 
13 11.596 0.9841 0.043143 4.21212701 8.734853 
14 13.421 0.981243 0.0413 3.10369089 11.033 
15 12.6 0.996173 0.019069 3.19776659 9.981679 
16 13.08 0.996671 0.018469 3.73466384 10.38054 
17 12.671 0.992698 0.028376 3.65053043 9.749093 
18 12.585 0.993152 0.026108 3.48249782 10.18365 
19 13 0.993506 0.026183 3.50403387 10.18021 
20 13 0.989108 0.035669 4.26328359 10.15935 

      Detector D2 2200 V Analysis 
   

  Mean 

Standard 
Deviation of the 
Mean Range 

Minimum 
Value 

Maximum 
Value 

Centroid 12.6148 0.518406 1.995 11.426 13.421 
R2 0.98498 0.014438 0.065002 0.932049 0.997051 
SE 0.034318 0.011736 0.041303 0.016936 0.05824 
FWHM 3.758806 0.423322 1.381325 3.103691 4.485016 
Through-Put 9.823376 0.659211 2.6313 8.4017 11.033 
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Detector D2 2100 V Raw Data 
   run Centroid r^2 SE FWHM Through-Put 

1 12.312 0.991918 0.026684 3.31763142 9.742857 
2 12.6 0.986723 0.036818 3.65674305 9.935977 
3 12.8 0.992528 0.029333 3.46177863 9.94375 
4 12.108 0.987243 0.033001 3.08018142 9.74475 
5 13.2 0.971508 0.162359 4.3405704 10.0494 
6 13 0.978017 0.048181 3.54706385 10.50125 
7 12.756 0.987679 0.036311 3.73465039 10.11803 
8 13 0.99107 0.03274 4.87721043 10.31579 
9 13.097 0.997297 0.016496 3.43933255 10.35156 

10 12.909 0.997182 0.017297 3.90520392 9.953355 
11 13.404 0.98803 0.037114 3.56409914 10.37713 
12 13 0.993381 0.025692 3.5003128 10.40226 
13 12.2 0.99444 0.022215 3.29127131 9.632416 
14 13.4 0.994972 0.023402 3.61529158 10.61633 
15 12.193 0.983004 0.041751 3.8028592 9.532961 
16 13.2 0.981235 0.047466 4.09278422 10.22857 
17 13.6 0.994995 0.021899 3.6715058 11.10428 
18 12.074 0.992824 0.026513 3.75257602 9.235106 
19 14 0.981824 0.048359 4.5872966 10.63 
20 13 0.987594 0.035975 3.53002655 10.43412 

      Detector D2 2100 V Analysis 
   

  Mean 

Standard 
Deviation of the 
Mean Range Minimum Value Maximum Value 

Centroid 12.89265 0.52454 1.926 12.074 14 

R2 0.988673 0.00681 0.025789 0.971508 0.997297 
SE 0.03848 0.030725 1.797029 0.016496 0.162359 
FWHM 3.738419 0.441736 1.869174 3.080181 4.81121 
Through-Put 10.14249 0.441577 2.567296 9.235106 11.10428 
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Detector D2 2000 V Raw Data 
   run Centroid r^2 SE FWHM Through-Put 

1 13.097 0.971453 0.057925 4.15546804 10.26316 
2 13.387 0.991598 0.02903 3.34244415 10.83886 
3 13.506 0.990487 0.03204 4.1818554 10.78792 
4 13.4 0.99333 0.025607 3.51062886 10.74327 
5 13.2 0.989539 0.035065 4.99177329 9.654671 
6 12.6 0.978859 0.047583 3.47887068 10.0213 
7 13.6 0.994455 0.023867 3.47884441 10.69091 
8 12.671 0.980431 0.045731 3.95634496 10.18841 
9 14.069 0.959674 0.069251 4.6022425 10.32562 

10 13.319 0.992328 0.028505 3.89330524 10.29375 
11 13.114 0.980501 0.046235 4.21212446 10.33739 
12 12.8 0.993525 0.026103 4.48498827 9.951807 
13 13.37 0.989859 0.034355 4.09277276 9.739442 
14 12.8 0.986803 0.036636 3.81993949 9.95 
15 11.8 0.988098 0.03643 3.66645052 8.66667 
16 13.591 0.993476 0.026571 4.06839077 10.90426 
17 13.6 0.996081 0.020047 3.85403408 10.825 
19 13 0.988496 0.036544 4.34858831 9.816568 
20 14 0.992087 0.029643 4.35508291 10.33281 

            

      Detector D2 2000 V Analysis 
   

  Mean 
Standard Deviation 
of the Mean Range Minimum Value Maximum Value 

Centroid 13.20653 0.530029 2.269 11.8 14.069 
R2 0.986899 0.009154 0.036407 0.959674 0.996081 
SE 0.036169 0.012431 0.049204 0.020047 0.069251 
FWHM 4.026008 0.4298 1.649329 3.342444 4.991773 
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Detector D2 1900 V Raw Data 
   run Centroid r^2 SE FWHM Through-Put 

1 13.2 0.974789 0.054348 4.00447514 10.33981 
2 11.988 0.984101 0.042858 3.78582531 9.061111 
3 13.387 0.978903 0.050351 3.9734026 10.51765 
4 13.8 0.979697 0.048888 4.50705075 10.59672 
5 13.182 0.993055 0.02724 3.63234134 10.56951 
6 12.8 0.97902 0.049296 3.74893539 9.946 
7 13.267 0.988021 0.036126 3.93927823 10.55882 
8 13.8 0.981545 0.042153 3.12071855 11.28144 
9 12.6 0.984466 0.039078 3.2230681 10.40884 

10 13.574 0.980907 0.048813 3.93930598 10.62222 
11 13.6 0.964596 0.061159 3.65897396 10.58621 
12 12.8 0.975963 0.049838 3.1036631 10.26189 
13 13.046 0.980667 0.04882 3.512945 10.21443 
14 13.4 0.987174 0.034863 3.23313099 10.81443 
15 12.2 0.982227 0.048195 5.29780253 9.25641 
16 13.182 0.992082 0.028932 3.4276995 10.26857 
17 11.92 0.970258 0.060685 4.12013153 9.217778 
18 13 0.986273 0.037927 3.6323488 11.35882 
19 13.2 0.986518 0.037567 3.90516716 10.58824 
20 14 0.972082 0.05847 3.90317563 11.23871 

      Detector D2 1900 V Analysis 
   

  Mean 

Standard 
Deviation of 
the Mean Range 

Minimum 
Value 

Maximum 
Value 

Centroid 13.0973 0.579478 2.08 11.92 14 

R2 0.981117 0.007164 0.028459 0.964596 0.993055 
SE 0.04528 0.009753 0.033919 0.061159 0.905604 
FWHM 3.783472 0.506441 2.194139 3.103663 5.297803 
Through-Put 10.38538 0.631283 2.297709 9.061111 11.35882 
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Detector D2 1800 V Raw Data 
   run Centroid r^2 SE FWHM Through-Put 

1 13.984 0.962219 0.065983 3.47885306 11.49831 
2 13.404 0.974909 0.005301 3.7516917 12.98077 
3 13.93239 0.919515 0.11188 4.2974313 10.54815 
4 14.615 0.964949 0.06502 3.51364424 12.0382 
5 13.199 0.969112 0.061403 3.93928993 10.69091 
6 13.387 0.981076 0.047876 3.71760623 10.47429 
7 13 0.968335 0.062939 4.38266938 10.20488 
8 13.216 0.929185 0.091316 3.0354888 10.56972 
9 12.6 0.97717 0.005104 3.93927081 9.79872 

10 13.6 0.993458 0.025866 3.52091818 10.76129 
11 13.2 0.986251 0.038467 3.97339053 10.06875 
12 13.6 0.979443 0.047155 3.58116209 11.26166 
13 13.267 0.966519 0.059128 3.47967422 10.90952 
14 13.6 0.951076 0.071656 2.8820069 11.46531 
15 12.995 0.957962 0.067314 3.00138163 10.38788 
16 14.785 0.980814 0.057617 3.63230292 11.54815 
17 13.8 0.974202 0.05876 4.02455407 10.61143 
18 14.597 0.898651 0.039992 4.14395221 11.47879 
19 13.83 0.98397 0.042167 4.19508069 10.87222 
20 13.8 0.981397 0.046211 3.93930248 10.76622 

      Detector D2 1800 V Analysis 
   

  Mean 

Standard 
Deviation of 
the Mean Range 

Minimum 
Value 

Maximum 
Value 

Centroid 13.62057 0.571231 2.185 12.6 14.785 
R2 0.965011 0.024032 0.094807 0.898651 0.993458 
SE 0.053156 0.025096 0.106776 0.005104 0.11188 
FWHM 3.721484 0.422553 1.500662 2.882007 4.382669 
Through-Put 10.94676 0.738889 3.18205 9.79872 12.98077 
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APPENDIX O: Ortec NIM Model 771 Timer-Counter Specifications 
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APPENDIX P: Ortec Model 425A 
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